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The deadline to submit articles for next month’s edition is:
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And the topic will be
“How then shall we present that which has been so freely given to us?”
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CONFIDENTIALITY

This is a confidential document for AA members only. It contains members’ last names, addresses and phone numbers. Please respect our anonymity.
Western Washington Area Newsletter is published monthly by:
Western Washington Area 72 | 1225 E Sunset Dr Suite 145-745 Bellingham, WA 98226 | Nonprofit # 794-852
Its purpose is to facilitate communication within the membership of AA. Opinions expresses are not to be attributed to Alcoholics Anonymous, or the Western
Washington Area, except when Conference-approved publications are quoted. Articles from AA World Services, Inc. (A.A.W.S.) and the AA Grapevine, Inc. (as well
as other publications) appearing herein are reprinted with permission.

Online Edition

NEWSLETTER POLICY

The policy of the Washington Area Newsletter is to provide a communication tool and to communicate the business of the Western Washington Area. This
business includes elections, committee appointments, special committee activities and status, motions, elected officers’ activities, Standing Committees’ activities
and significant events which carry the message of AA to the still suffering alcoholic. It also includes keeping a calendar of events that come to the Editor’s
attention.
The Western Washington Area is comprised of 42 districts as of January 2014. Districts’ reports are encouraged. Reports on Service events that were successes or
had problems would be helpful to other districts. The fliers of “Service” events will be printed in the Newsletter and noted in the “Area Activities Calendar”.
Other events, i.e. campouts, luncheons, picnics will be noted in the “Area Happenings”.
The Newsletter will request input each month from the Western WA Officers and each of the Standing Committee Chairs. Each Standing Committee can feature
a method of carrying the message in their sphere of duty.
The Western WA Area Newsletter Editor reserves the right of refusal to print any flyers or articles in the Newsletter if in the editor’s opinion, they are not
consistent with the three aspects of recovery, unity, and service, or if they contain foul language or personal attacks. All submissions must be signed anonymous
articles are not permitted.
The Western WA Area Newsletter will be distributed monthly free of charge to the elected and appointed officers of the Western Washington Area, the DCM’s
and Alternate DCM’s, all the GSR’s of the registered groups in the Washington Area, past Delegates, GSO, Pacific Region Trustee, Pacific Region Newsletter
Editors that reciprocate and the 15 Pacific Region Delegates. However, the Western Washington Area Newsletter is intended to be shared with all the members of
the fellowship. Homegroups or individuals may subscribe for $12 per year if they would like their own copy. They are to send their name, address and check
EDITORS NOTE: The views and opinions expressed in the articles and reports are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the official policy or position
of Western Washington Area 72 or Alcoholics Anonymous.
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EVENTS AT A GLANCE
Western Washington Area 72 Assembly
October 2 – 4, 2020
Registration: https://area72aa.org/2020-area-assembly-registration/

Questions: assemblyzoomteam@area72aa.org OR chair@area72aa.org.

·
1 – 1:50 pm ·
·
Friday 08/02/20

Panel Workshops

·
2 – 12:50 pm ·
·
·
4 – 5:00 pm ·
·

Recovery in a Changing World
Inform - Communicate
Electronic Basket
Unity in a Changing World
Involve - Act
What do we do when we can’t get in?
GSR Orientation
DCM Orientation
General Service

Pre-Assemblies

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86117449253?pwd=azRSZjhYeitBVktsei9tY1pRU
HZzZz09
9 am – 3 pm Meeting ID: 861 1744 9253
Password: Assembly20
Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Saturday, 08/01/20

Peninsula Districts
(10, 22, 43, 55, 56)

Sunday, 08/02/20

Northern Districts
(2, 3, 4, 11, 12,19, 24, 46)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87908321669
10 am– 4 pm
Meeting ID: 879 0832 1669
Lunch 12-12:30
Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Saturday, 08/08/20

Central Districts
(14, 15, 16, 17, 31, 32, 40, 41, 42)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/86011198270
9 am– 3 pm
Meeting ID: 860 1119 8270
Lunch 12-12:30
Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Eastside Districts
(1,18, 33, 34, 35, 36,38, 39, 57)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82719985616
9 am– 3 pm Meeting ID: 827 1998 5616
Lunch 12-12:30 Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)
**Spanish Interpretation Provided**

Pierce County Districts
(9, 29, 44, 45, 54)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/82369747253?pwd=ckhrd1V0OFo2TFBWQldQM
mRacHB5Zz09
10 am - 4 pm
Meeting ID: 823 6974 7253
Lunch 12-12:30
Password: Assembly20
Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Southern Districts
(7,8, 21, 27, 28, 37)

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/81829706903?pwd=MktyTTJnZlpwZDFSM2Vndk
lpejBLUT09
10 am – 4 pm
Meeting ID: 818 2970 6903
Lunch 12-12:30
Password: Assembly20
Dial by your location: 253 215 8782 US (Tacoma)

Saturday, 08/15/20

Saturday, 08/29/20

Sunday, 08/30/20

Other Events
Saturday, 08/22/20 Virtual GSR School
August 21-23, 2020 Pacific Regional Forum

See flyer.
CANCELLED

Future Tripping
October 1-3, 2021 Area Assembly
October 7-9, 2022 Area Assembly

Lynnwood
Renton/Lake Washington

Please see page 33 for flyers and forms
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Articles of the Month
The topic for this month is:
“Emotional Sobriety”
Western Washington Area 72 members and trusted
servants. If you would like your AA related article (story,
history, poem, joke, sketch, trivia, etc.) published in next
month’s
newsletter,
please
send
it
to
newsletter@area72aa.org by 08/21/20. Topic will be:
“How then shall we present that which has been so freely
given to us?”
Due to the transition, the July 2020 edition of the
Newsletter was not published. To ensure you
have the benefit of reading the submissions our
dedicated Trusted Servants, I have chosen to
publish both submissions.

Elected Servants
DELEGATE
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 17
ALTERNATE DELEGATE
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 18
.
CHAIRPERSON
Greetings Area 72!
The sun is shining and I feel like I am starting to
"wake-up" again. I don't know about you, but I
have been in a bit of a "funk" lately and it is nice
to feel a bit more like the "old me" again.
We've got a lot going on in our area right now. I
know, I am working (with others, of course) to get
things all squared away for our July Area
Quarterly. The agenda is shaping up nicely and I
am looking forward to us all gathering together
July 10th & 11th to have a great discussion. I am
really excited for our 3 panels on Friday evening we will be using breakout rooms in zoom so
attendees get to participate in all 3 panels, but in
smaller groupings:
· AA Traditions & navigating the Wild Wild
West of virtual meetings
· Inquiring minds want to know?
· 7th Tradition - let's be frank about it!
Many are asking of Preassemblies in August and
the Area Assembly in October will be in person
or via Zoom. My answer at this moment is
honestly, "I don't know." What I do know is the
format for all preassemblies will be decided by
July 11th and the format of the Area Assembly
will be decided by the end of July. Please rest
assured - these events will still happen and as
always - they will be amazing. It does not matter
if we are in person or via zoom - our higher power
is still in that space, within us and the magic is still
there. I wholeheartedly believe this to be true.
As always, I am here to serve you and your
groups. Please let me know how I can help you. I
am just a phone call, text, email, zoom meeting
and hopefully soon an - in person meeting - away!
Cheers
Heather Carmody, WWA72 Chairperson
chair@area72aa.org
(206) 661-0405
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 19
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ALTERNATE CHAIRPERSON
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 19
.
TREASURER
Greetings Area 72!
It continues to be a busy and extraordinary time.
For the Area finances, you can find the details in
the Quarterly Report, but the short version is that
although contributions have dropped significantly
as you would expect, expenses have also dropped
accordingly. So, thus far, we have remained selfsupporting!! Grateful for all the contributions,
financial and otherwise, that our fellowship has
given as we continue to find new ways to carry the
message even in the middle of a pandemic!
That leads me to this month’s topic – Emotional
Sobriety. After a few years in this program and
attention to the maintenance of my spiritual
condition, the natural rhythms of life, including
life, death, heartache, and joy are met with some
measure of serenity. But throw in a pandemic,
social unrest and seriously, killer hornets?? I really
do not want this test of my emotional sobriety!!
But as usual, what I want and what I need are two
separate things; the former a construct of my
mind, the latter better left up to a power greater
than me.
How do I react? To start, I keep gratitude at the
forefront. It is not hard to find within our
fellowship during this pandemic. We pivoted, we
responded, we experimented, we quickly turned
our attention to how we can carry the message
when our normal paths are blocked. And carry it
we have! Newcomers are still finding us; they can
still hear the language of the heart. They feel our
love and our fellowship, they hear our laughter
and share our tears. They can find examples of
how in a time of complete uncertainty and fear,
people not only stay sober, but have a way of
living that faces calamity with serenity. This
display of our program in action brings me back
from the brink and there are no words that can
truly express my own gratitude for it and for you.
Issues of social unrest allow me the greatest
opportunity to practice these principles in all my
affairs. Because of this program, I have written
and then discarded more opinions/views then at
any point in my life! Restraint of pen and tongue
does not mean elimination of pen and tongue, but
to me it means that perhaps I can take a look at
how I respond, and through prayer and
meditation find a way to respond from a place of
love and tolerance. Am I able to do it all the time?
Of course not, emotional sobriety is a journey, not
a destination I arrive at. But again, am eternally
grateful for this path that I was given by you and
my higher power.
As far as killer hornets go, I just can’t!
Yours in love and service,
Frank
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 19
.
ALTERNATE TREASURER
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 20
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Appointed Servants
ACCESSIBILITY
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 12
.
ARCHIVES
Hello, Area 72My prayers of Love, Health and Sobriety to each
and every one of you.
I have heard from several Archivists within the
Area who are trying to maintain a certain standard
of service to their Archives responsibilities. In
some cases, this is not too difficult since it can be
done on an individual basis just organizing various
Archives items using standard health precautions.
Others are having a more difficult time. Perhaps
the building housing their Archives has been
placed off limits by landlords, or they just don’t
feel it would be very safe for them to interact at
this time. We are all facing these decisions and
have to go with what our conscience and/or
Higher Power leads us to do.
So it is with all of us at so many levels of our lives.
One day at a time, one foot in front of the other
NO MATTER WHAT.
We are beginning to open the Area Repository to
small (1 or 2 person) work parties and research
requests, following specific health advisories.
Contact
the
Area
Archivist
(archivist@area72aa.org) if you are interested in
helping out.
As always, here is what your Area Archives asks
of you – Although now somewhat minimized,
Area Archives Repository has a work party on the
third Sunday of the month following our Archives
Steering Committee. The party starts at 11:30.
or
Please contact archivist@area72aa.org
archiveschair@area72aa.org to find out if the
work party is happening.
I’d like to sign off with a little Irish Blessing. It
reminds me that although we may not be able to
see each FTF, we can keep each other in our
hearts:
May the road rise up to meet you.
May the wind be always at your back.
May the sun shine warm upon your face;
the rains fall soft upon your fields and until we meet again,
may God hold you in the palm of His hand.
~Author Unknown
Don N.
Area 72 Archives Chair
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 12
.
ARCHIVIST
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 12
.
COOPERATION WITH THE
PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 12
.
CORRECTIONS CHAIR
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 13
.
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GRAPEVINE & LITERATURE
Greetings Area 72,
In this time of COVID-19 and isolation it is
sometimes hard to figure what our role is or
should be, do not be discouraged I for one has
asked myself this question many times over the
last several months.
Reading the latest issue of Box 459 and sitting in
on several of our delegates reports give me a
boost of service. The general service office and
our area has stepped up to the challenge to
continue carrying the message through the digital
age of zoom. Some of the news coming from
GSO is encouraging to say the least, the new 2020
catalog of Conference-approved literature and
other A.A. material available is also available as a
PDF on aa.org. The newly produced audio
recordings of the Big Book and the Twelve and
Twelve have been recently been posted for
listening on aa.org. Work has begun on a studio
recording of A.A. General Service Conference approve pamphlets’, the first pamphlet recorded
is “Access to A.A.: Members share on
overcoming barriers”. The new Grapevine book
“Daily Quote” is now available.
New video added in February “Young and Sober
in A.A.: From Drinking to Recovery” Young
people share the experience, strength and hope of
young A.A. members.
All A.A. members have free access to Grapevine
issues from January through May 2020
My goal for this quarter is to continue to spread
the message and recovery though our literature is
vital in this pandemic.
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 13
.
LANGUAGE CHAIR
Well, somehow, the 15th crept up on me, again!!
You might think by now, I would have a system
in place to prepare my newsletter article in
advance. I’ll let you know in July!! :)
There have been a lot of neat things happening
within the Language Committee and other
committees to help serve the districts, groups, and
members within our Area-especially providing
access and resources to our non-English speaking
groups and members.
The Language Steering committee had our
quarterly meeting this last month. We reviewed
the equipment use policy, and the discussion topic
that was discussed at the April Quarterly. I look
forward to having a more in-depth conversation
at the July quarterly about how our Area service
structure can best serve and support all the nonEnglish speaking communities within our Area.
One thing I would challenge each DCM, GSR,
alternate or member to do is compile a list of the
non-English meetings in your area. Active
outreach to these groups is vital to increase
inclusion and unity within our Area.
Since the last rotation, the web steering
committee has been looking into getting the Area
website set up with a plug-in to convert the Area
website into Spanish. MANY thanks to our
current webmaster, web chair and our current and
past web steering committee for all their work and
efforts to make this happen. Now, for the FIRST
TIME as an Area, we have a bilingual website!! I
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cannot express what a tremendous act of
inclusion this is. To post area newsletters,
documents, and resources in Spanish on a site that
is only in English seems a little counterintuitive.
Now our Spanish speaking members and groups
can more easily navigate our site to have better
access to the tools and documents we already have
in Spanish.
Upcoming, expect to have the Delegate report on
July 5 via zoom being translated live into Spanish.
Alan has already gotten me the report he will be
presenting so we will have all his slides in Spanish.
Our Area Webmaster, Eddy, Alan, and I have
coordinated and will continue to work toward
how to have two language channels and two
concurrent slides shared for all members to
participate together in the language they prefer.
One of my favorite features about all the virtual
meetings via Zoom is that we can have members
from all over the Area (or even country!) join us
for Area events in English and Spanish. At the
recent meeting with DCMs, we were able to have
our first test run of using Zoom and the two
language channels. It was a learning experience
for all of us, and based on our experience and
minor hiccups, we will be more prepared for the
next events we have. We will be ready to teach and
prepare all members to easily use a bilingual
Zoom meeting. Thank you to all those who
participated and thanks for your patience as we
worked through the experience together.
One final thing that has been a great lesson is
partnering with Courtney, our Area Alternate
Treasurer, to make sure I am staying within my
Committee budget. Courtney has been quite
helpful providing me with breakdowns of the line
item budgets so I can best prepare for the
remainder of the rotation. I have also been
considering how to handoff my role to the next
Language Chair so they can be prepared with how
to do the job and do it within the pre-determined
budget. :)
I look forward to “seeing” many of you at the July
Quarterly!! Let me know if I can help any if you
with anything,
Lupita Yerkes Medina
Area 72 Language Coordinator
(206) 372-7335
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 13
.
NEWSLETTER EDITOR
LOOKING FOR A SERVICE OPPORTUNITY?
The Area Newsletter needs you!
Wanna help publish?
SUPER!!!
Got design skills?
OMG, AWESOME!!!
Got ideas?
FANTASTIC!!!
Simply curious?
WONDERFUL!!!
Let’s chat… we’ll figure it out together.
Hello, Wonderful Western Washington Area 72,
I'd like to first give a big round of applause and
my deep gratitude to Brendan for all of his hard
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work and dedication in service to Area 72 as your
Newsletter Editor. Should you have me, it will be
my honor to try my best to finish out the rest of
this rotation.
*****
I could easily write a volume on my clumsy
progress, or lack thereof, on the topic of
“Emotional Sobriety”.
But I am also clumsily working on getting this
Newsletter out the door… and already a week
late.
What's been coming to mind quite a bit lately is
the part of the 10th Step that says “Continue to
watch for selfishness, dishonesty, resentment, and
fear. When these crop up, we ask God at once to
remove them.” Early in my sobriety, I was told by
a wise old man, who'd been sober for longer than
I’d been alive, said that the “When these crop
up…” part was a promise too. That basically no
matter how hard I might try, I will most definitely
still make mistakes.
When I’m able to keep this awareness close to my
heart, it is so much easier for me to accepts my
mistakes, be they of action or thought, and “…
discuss them with someone immediately and
make amends quickly" when I have caused harm.”
Having love and tolerance for others is just a
whole lot easier when I’m able to have it for
myself. Seems so obvious... but sometimes I'm
slow, and other times I forget. But that's ok as
long as I keep on trudging'.
Yours in Loving Service,
Carina W
newsletter@area72aa.org
206.683-1106
.
PUBLIC INFORMATION CHAIR
Hello All,
Hope this Newsletter Issue finds you all well! I
don’t have much to report, I have been contacted
by a few members regarding what are some of the
ways we can reach the still suffering Alcoholic
given we are still in a stay at home stay safe
situation?
One way is Public Service Announcements,
another could be if your comfortable doing so is
taking part in volunteering to answer phones at
CSO or GSIG. Another great way is when need
and we can is to help educate and show those who
are in remote communities or new how Zoom
Meetings work and helping them get connected
via computer or phone. I have also heard of
members sitting in front of their home group
during what use to be normal meeting times
waiting for new comers to arrive and doing 12
step service work and I’ve also have been
informed of a few backyard campfire meetings as
well.
The message is still being carried in many
different forms and fashions! I now for me I look
forward to when we all can be back at our
meetings and seeing each other in person, I
continue to leave this in God’s hands, and he will
provide the answers! Until then remember that
the Joy is in the Journey not the Destination!
God Bless,
Tom F.
Area 72 Public Information Chair
pi@area72aa.org
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 14
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REGISTRAR
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 14
.
SECRETARY
I celebrated 18 years of sobriety on June 10 (I
know, how cool is it to share a birthday with AA
itself?!). Anyway, 18 years feels like a milestone. I
never would have thought that I could not have a
drink for 18 days let alone years. I was so defeated
on 06/10/02 that I just did not know what to do.
I couldn’t imagine life without alcohol but I saw
that it was never going to get better. I was going
to die and ugly alcoholic death.
With nothing left to do, I started doing what
others told me to do. I got a sponsor and did
everything she asked – I was afraid if I didn’t I
might drink. I honestly did not know what was the
magic combination that kept people sober so I did
it all – unity, recovery, and service.
The hardest part for me was the fellowshipping! I
couldn’t get to know people because people
scared me. I sucked at small talk (and still hate it).
I couldn’t emotionally connect with others the
way I saw people doing. I was and am not a
person who cries much. I am not a great advice
giver. So before and after meetings I was making
coffee and cleaning up. It gave me a way to be a
part of that was comfortable to me.
One thing leads to another and I got involved in
General Service. Suddenly, I had a voice. Where I
wasn’t so comfortable connecting on a personal
emotional level, I could connect on an intellectual,
academic level. It gave me purpose and more
importantly a place in AA.
I am forever grateful for the sponsors that got me
involved in all levels of service and showed me
how to fit in. Today, I can talk after a meeting with
a newcomer or member in emotional pain. I am a
good listener. And I am a trusted servant.
If you struggle with connecting, give General
Service a try.
In service,
Karla
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 14
.
SOUND
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 14
.
TREATMENT CHAIR
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 15
.
WEB CHAIR
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 15
.
WEB SERVANT
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 15
OUR STORIES DISCLOSE
We are feeling kind of goofy, or giggly or maybe
a little surprised and grateful. Maybe awed and
humbled. The job of creating and publishing a
two-volume set of history books has not been
slowed by the pandemic. Somehow, everyone
involved continues to do their part, mostly from
home. We are doing it for you. But we are also
doing it for each other. We have held each other
up in many ways in spite of the challenge.
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This includes everyone involved: the printer; a
team of editors; a phantom named Denis, our
Chief Editor, who filled the same role on our first
and second editions; someone collecting home
group stories; another to track Spanish/English
translations; one especially dedicated member
fluent in Spanish and English who has been
tireless in gathering, writing, and translating
Spanish speaking group histories (but could use
some help, thanks Carlos); someone tracking and
feeding work to members of the editing team; a
Treasurer, a Secretary, a couple of advisory types,
a Designer, People good at Archives research,
several people involved in sales; members who are
very familiar with our Area 72 history and a
Committee Chair, who is supposed to hold this all
together. Oh, and then there are 400+ writers....
all members of AA.
It’s all on track for delivery by our 2021 Assembly.
Despite the pandemic, we have sold 870 box sets
as pre-sales, as of July 15. While far short of our
original goal of 1500 pre-sales, we are depending
on you to help us make this book self-supporting.
The number of book sets we print depends upon
the money we raise in presales. $15 gets you a
two-volume collection of our history.
So, if you are fortunate to be able to place an order
for yourself and/or perhaps a gift for someone
else, it would help us bring presales in line will all
other goals.
Want to help? Please place your orders on the
Area 72 website: (area72aa.org). Just select
Our Stories Disclose and find Presales in the drop
down. You can also print out your order and mail
it in if you wish. Thank you...
Yours in Service, OSD3 Committee
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 23
.
YOUNG PEOPLE’S CHAIR
Hey all,
It is the day after my 9-year sobriety birthday
while writing, I owe so much to the people of this
area for help getting me here. This month has
been slower but looks like it is ramping up for
summer now. We are going virtual for our
quarterly on July 25th (zoom info below). I have a
few ideas on how to do this and anyone is
welcome to join us as we will have some
interesting topics to discuss such as web presence,
revealing the committee kit and juvenile outreach.
Some activities from the past month was the
continuation of our barriers to recovery
workshop series which has touched on many
topics and going to the PI/CPC quarterly last
month. I plan on attending the corrections
quarterly and continue work with the newsletter
ad-hoc committee this next month. As we get
ready for summer and possible return to in person
meetings, I also have a couple resources helpful to
preparing for a return. Feel free to reach out to
me about the committee or to connect.
With Gratitude,
Will Levine, Area 72 YP Chair
ypchair@area72aa.org |
206-678-6077
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 15
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Return to face to Face Inventory
Many groups periodically hold a “group inventory
meeting” to evaluate how well they are fulfilling
their primary purpose: to help alcoholics recover
through A.A.’s suggested Twelve Steps of
recovery. Some groups take inventory by
examining our Twelve Traditions, one at a time,
to determine how well they are living up to these
principles (The AA Group; p.29).
Before transitioning back to either entirely face to
face or a hybrid between virtual and face to face,
groups have faced a new need for conducting
group inventories. In fact, many groups need an
inventory now more than ever. This will require a
modification of the questions presented in the AA
Group Pamphlet. Here are some of the questions
that your group could ask itself:
1. What is the basic purpose of our group?
2. Is returning the most effective way to carry
the message to the still suffering alcoholic?
3. Is our group taking into account all members
when making the decision to return? What
kind of alcoholics are we not seeing or putting
in danger by returning too soon?
4. Are we ensuring the safety and comfort of all
group members? How do we welcome while
remaining aware of distancing guidelines?
How will our attendance be affected?
5. How do we effectively emphasize
sponsorship while being safe? How can we do
it better?
6. Are we taking into account public perception
of AA if we are not following safety
guidelines? What precautions are we taking to
ensure that we are protecting AA as a whole?
7. How have our group chores/responsibilities
changed due to state recommendations? Are
we valuing the extra cleaning involved that is
essential to keep our meeting open?
8. Do we need to modify our group’s format to
better suit the meeting's return? Why or why
not?
9. Are all members given the opportunity to
speak about our return to face to face
meetings and are group activities possible at
this time?
10. How are we conducting our elections for
service positions? Are we still practicing the
spirit of rotation if there are only a few
homegroup members returning?
11. Are we doing all we can to provide a safe,
attractive, and accessible meeting place? Are
we spacing correctly? Do we have masks for
everyone? Are cleaning supplies stocked?
Have
we
checked
with
the
owner/landlord/etc about their expectations
of us?
12. Is our group continuing to do its fair share
toward participating in our Three Legacies –
Recovery, Unity, and Service?
13. How are we going to fulfill the Seventh
Tradition? Is it safe to handle money? If there
is only a small group, how are we paying rent
to the building?
14. What other options are there? What would it
take to make a hybrid meeting possible, is it
worth it? Do we continue an online meeting
as well? What happens if too many people
show up?
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Districts
DISTRICT 2

Arlington, Camano Island, Granite Falls,
Lakewood, Silvana, Smokey Point, Stanwood
district2aa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 3

Southeast Snohomish County: Lake Stevens,
Snohomish, Monroe, Sultan, Goldbar, Index
skyvalleydistrict3aa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 4

West-East Skagit County: Burlington, Clear
Lake, Concrete, Conway, Hamilton, LaConner,
Mt. Vernon, Rockport, Sedro Woolley
district4aa.weebly.com

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 7

South Clark and Skamania Counties: South
Vancouver Area, Camas, Washougal, Stevenson,
Carson

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 8

Thurston & Mason Counties: Olympia, Shelton,
Lacey, Tumwater, Hoodsport, Matlock, Rainier,
Littlerock
aadistrict8.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 9
Central Tacoma: Fircrest
piercecountyaa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 10

Kitsap Peninsula: Silverdale, Bainbridge Island,
Kingston, Port Orchard, Poulsbo, Chico, Belfair,
Olalla

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 28
.
DISTRICT 11
Whatcom County: Bellingham
whatcomaa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 12

North and East Snohomish County: Everett,
Marysville
snocoaa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 14
West Seattle, White Center, Vashon Island

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 15

Downtown Seattle, Mt. Baker, Columbia City,
West Capitol Hill, First Hill, Beacon Hill, South
Lake Union, Rainier Beach, Seward Park, SODO,
Georgetown

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 16
Northeast Seattle, University District
district16seattleaa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 17
Seattle, Ballard

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
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.
DISTRICT 18

Renton, Kent, Tukwila

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
District 19
South Everett and Mukilteo

No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
.
DISTRICT 21
Grays Harbor, Willapa Harbor, Aberdeen,
Hoquiam, Montesano, Raymond

No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
.
DISTRICT 22

North Olympic Peninsula: Port Angeles, Forks,
Joyce, Beaver, LaPush, Sekiu, Clallam Bay, Neah
Bay

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29

DISTRICT 24

Southwest Snohomish County: Lynnwood,
Edmonds
district24.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 29
.
DISTRICT 27

Cowlitz, Pacific and Wahkiakum Counties:
Longview-Kelso Area, Long Beach Peninsula

This is a little late but better late than never --We will be having a host committee meeting for
the 2019 assembly, at the KFH on 11/10 and
12/8 at 2PM and we did do the
Discovery/Recovery walk. Also, we will be
hosting the 2023 Assembly, stay turned for that
event
In Sept the Noontimes group had a great turnout
on Labor Day at their picnic. They had a speaker
from Seaside – Marshall R – I was informed that
it was a great time for all that attended.
We finally got our elected Trusted servants, they
are DCM – Wesley, ALT DCM – Vicky M,
Treasurer – Connie M and Secretary – Lizz
We have a new meeting in our district it is a Big
Book Study group – called Steps to Freedom, they
meet at the 1st Methodist Church in Longview at
the corner of Pacific Way and 30th Ave. --- They
meet at 8am to 9am on Thursdays
Well that is it for now
YIS, Kris
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 30
DISTRICT 28

Lewis County: Centralia, Chehalis
lewiscountyaa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 30
.
DISTRICT 29
Puyallup, Eatonville, Orting

No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
.
DISTRICT 31

Burien, Des Moines, SeaTac, Tukwila
district31aa.org

District 31 is going strong in the zoom meeting
COVID-19 age.
We have finalized arrangements to host the
Corrections Quarterly and the Accessibility
Quarterly coming up and are looking forward to
the business quarterly in early July.
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Our district remains fluid and solvent with
donations arriving monthly. We are prepared and
ready to provide support to any alcoholic in need
and grateful for the opportunity.
Anyone interested in district service is welcome to
contact us. We are happy to welcome you to the
Service tradition of our district.
In loving service,
Larry B, Alt DCM 31
Seatac, Burien, Des Moines, Normandy Park
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 30
DISTRICT 32

Auburn, Federal Way
district32aa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
DISTRICT 33

Maple Valley, Covington, Black Diamond,
Hobart, Summit, and East Kent
district33aa.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
.
DISTRICT 34

Bellevue, Redmond, East Lake Sammamish,
Mercer Island

This month when writing the report for the Areas
Correction quarterly an unexpected surprise was
looking for me and came to find me. This rotation
has just been this way from its beginning and this
month it remains no different. When I have faith
or when I cannot seem to find it Gods care does
not seem to relent.
As I sat down to prepare for Junes Area
Correction Committee meeting, I quickly
concluded I had done nothing this quarter. It
seemed clear that all that I attempted to do did
not seem to find their way into actions I could
easily write about. This caused me to stop and
take a deeper look into the question I often ask:
What have I been doing to be of service in A.A.?
This is always a great question.
After a quiet inventory, a completely different
message came to my attention. A tap from HP
focus that is why I am writing today. It brought
me to look how it came to me to become involved
with Corrections. It did not seem natural to me
from the start. I have not been incarcerated, no
real experience with courts other than bailing out
family members. My wife(ex-wife) My Son, My
daughters. For me personal experience. So why
me? I did not originally throw my hat in the ring
for this service position any way. Great attitude
but it is often that way with me. After 2 months
the position sat vacant in our District. After the
appeal from our DCM for someone to step up I
sheepishly accepted the opportunity in front of
me.
From that point it was Higher Power directing.
The 2019 PRAASA coincidental dinner with
Area 92 Delegate, Outgoing Corrections
Incoming Area Corrections Chair at the same
table.
Months later participating with them in Coyote
Ridge Medium Security prison meeting Sharing
the great experiences and fellowship we all are
embarked upon.
Area 72 first Corrections Quarterly the AA
speaker called me out to introduce him to
meetings after being incarcerated for 20 years and
sharing his 1st experiences outside attending
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meetings and giving such experiences to others
within the meetings.
Workshops with Community.
With all of these events flooding over me it
became clear to me that while I was not ever
qualified the gifts of these experiences were gifts
of the fellowship created for me by others. Not so
much my doing.
So here it is the great gift. The great surprise in my
service inventory this month. The greatest gift of
this entire rotation. Angel M. who asks about the
next rotation, the district is elected Corrections
alternate… An opportunity to mutually cultivate
service opportunities, the primary concept in our
3rd Legacy. It is his willingness to be of service.
The single simple conversation that can pave the
way for an area of work yet to be discovered and
opportunity to share all the experience strength
and hope encountered along this path in my
rotation. When we say the Spiritual life is real. It
is gifts of our program coming alive in front of us
in others.
With gratitude for what I could not do alone.
Once more I find myself sober today.
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
.
DISTRICT 35
Issaquah, South Sammamish Plateau

District 35 remains active and full of caring
members willing to serve. When our District
learned that Eastside Intergroup was struggling
financially, we voted to make a separate donation
in addition to our normal distribution. Our
treasurer decided that $500 would be prudent and
ESIG was very appreciative.
The date for our first quarter workshop was set
before the Washington State Stay at Home Order
banned in-person meetings of more than five
persons. There was a lively discussion about how
we could still hold the workshop online. After
some discussion, our Events Chair, organized our
1st virtual Workshop "Welcoming Our Returning
Members" and it was a success!
All District positions are filled, and the committee
is doing a fine job of keeping us informed. We
have an average of 6 GSR’s in attendance and they
all report having an online meeting with 10 to 20
members. One of these meetings has become a
hybrid format with 4-8 in person and 4-8 online.
Our online meetings continue to inspire in new
and powerful ways. We've seen members prevail
on numerous occasions when technical
difficulties threatened their meeting. There has
been heartfelt compassion for each other in times
of grief. We have seen a virtual fist bump and a
virtual birthday cake, scribbled with great detail.
District 35 continues to see new faces showing up
online, and they are being welcomed, guided, and
sponsored online and in person.
District 35 has embraced the online platform
and we hope to continue to grow with it!
EMOTIONAL SOBRIETY
As I ‘zoom’ off announcing my 14th Birthday in
my online meetings, something isn’t feeling right.
I realize it’s because I’ve been resting on my
laurels again. My little plans and designs have
taken a front seat. If I had an emotional sobriety
dipstick, it would likely be on the ‘Add’ line. But I
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have 14 years! Doesn’t that mean I have 14 years
of Spirituality? 14 years of Emotional
Sobriety?
I’m pretty sure I’ve never heard anyone announce
that. But the good news is that I have been given
an answer to my drinking and living problems.
Page 85 in the Big Book describes it as “What we
really have is a daily reprieve contingent on the
maintenance of our spiritual condition.” For me,
emotional sobriety is contingent on me getting
out of my comfort zone. Writing this article has
been a good example. Taking a meeting into the
jail and participating in a Service Manual Study
were uncomfortable at first but they forced me to
grow and offered inspiration. As a District, we
were unsure about whether to host an zoom
workshop, “Welcoming Back Our Returning
Members”. But we went for it, and it was
awesome.
So now I have begun attending an online
meditation meeting and reading page 86 in the Big
Book daily. I am already feeling relief and
inspiration from being open to new action. I
especially like the last paragraph on page 86 where
it says “Here we ask God for inspiration, an
intuitive thought or decision. We relax and take it
easy. We don’t struggle. We are often surprised
how the right answers come after we have tried
this for a while.”
Thank you for my sobriety.
Dan H.
DCM District 35
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
.
DISTRICT 36
North East King County: Snoqualmie Valley,
Duvall, North Bend, Carnation, Fall City,
Preston, Snoqualmie Pass
No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
.
DISTRICT 37
North Clark County, North Skamania County,
North Vancouver, Battleground, Woodland,
Orchards

No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
DISTRICT 38
Kirkland

No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
DISTRICT 39

Bothell, Kenmore, Woodinville

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
DISTRICT 42

Northwest Seattle, Shoreline, Lake Forest Park

Hello Area 72, The District 42 business meeting
is held on the second Thursday of every month at
7pm via Zoom. Anyone interested in finding out
what’s going on in North Seattle/Shoreline area is
welcome to attend! Please don’t hesitate to reach
out to me!
First, I want to express how grateful I am for the
opportunity to be of service to my district and my
group. I was nominated as the new Alt DCM for
District 42 and then COVID hit. My sobriety is
the most important thing in my life, and I’ll do
anything to protect it, which is why I appreciated
the topic prompted in the last newsletter,
emotional sobriety. I think we all have
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experienced a wave of emotion the last several
months. For me it has only solidified the
importance of practicing the principles of the
program in all our affairs.
Our district has really banded together the last
several months to stay connected to meetings, to
each other, and to be available to help the still
suffering alcoholic. Although our district pre
meeting potluck is on hold many of us still share
dinner virtually. We also have been sharing with
each other the Zoom meetings we have been
enjoying in our district and around the world. Our
district is all going to get together virtually to
participate in the presentation of the conference
reports on June 27th.
A common theme among many of our groups this
month is the beginning discussions of reopening
face to face meetings. The consensus from most
groups is to remain online for now. The feedback
we’ve received is that it’s our responsibility to
keep our members safe and remain inclusive of all
members. We also want to be good stewards of
Alcoholics Anonymous by following the county
guidelines where our meetings are held while also
abiding the requests made by the facilities where
we rent space so we can continue to carry the
message. Because our district and many of our
groups are not paying rent, we are all trying to
make additional contributions to GSO.
One challenge for some positions in the district
and for many groups is adjusting to the new
normal. How do we serve with the barriers we
face? It’s a work in progress and we are doing a
good job working together to get creative!
I’m looking forward to seeing you all at the area
quarterly in July!
In love and service,
Sarah M.
altdcm42@area72aa.org
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 31
.
DISTRICT 43
Peninsula cities: Burley, Fox Island, Gig Harbor,
Home, Lakebay, Manchester, Olalla, Port
Orchard, Retsil
aadistrict43.org

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
.
DISTRICT 44
North Tacoma

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
.
DISTRICT 45

Southwest Pierce County: South Tacoma,
Lakewood, Parkland, Spanaway, Steilacoom

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
.
DISTRICT 46

Whidbey and San Juan Islands: Anacortes
aawadistrict46.weebly.com

Hello Area 72,
What a year, 2020, with challenges for us all.
Willing to go to any length, tested for sure. Service
never ends thought and District 46 has risen to
the challenges that we have been presented with.
Almost all groups in our district quickly figured
out the Zoom and GoToMeeting apps. As it was
mentioned in a meeting I attended last night, it
appears we have become more willing to ask for
help especially when it means reaching the
newcomer and each other. Finding ways to reach
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out and be inclusive of one other to the best of
our abilities.
Its July, can you believe that? We just had our final
Quarterly of this rotation. Talks have begun about
considering new positions at the district level and
we encourage one and all to consider being of
service next rotation. We are always looking for
new blood and perhaps that is you reading this!
We had our first virtual workshop. District 46 has
a workshop every quarter and even though we
couldn’t meet in person like most things it went
virtual. We would like to thank our Third Legacy
chair for making that happen and for the wealth
of information presented at the “General Service
101” workshop. We are blessed with such
knowledgeable trusted servants.
Here in District 46 we have created an ad hoc
committee to update our handbook and that is
progressing well. We have a facilitator scheduled
for our September elections. We started a “virtual
road trip” which means a group of us attend a
virtual meeting somewhere in our district once a
week together. This can be a challenge since our
district is full of people being of service with very
busy lives, but we continue to try.
Some members of our District attended the
Delegate Report and we wish to thank Alan for
that informative presentation.
So now its onto Pre-Assemblies and DCM
roundtables… stay safe and be responsible!
Submitted in June 2020: Wow, what a time we live
in. So many new things to think about. Never has
there been a time in my 8 years of sobriety that I
must think so much about YOU. It has always
been “for AA as a whole” but now it is about
individuals as well. This strange time has gotten
me off my game, sometimes even to what day it
is! I missed two newsletter articles!! First because
I was moving rather quickly, life happens and the
second, I must confess lack of good planning,
procrastination, laziness, and lack of desire, I
guess. It has been a challenge at times to be
motivated but things are a changing. Lol.
District 46 had an inventory planned before the
COVIC-19 and so we held that by Zoom. We had
good attendance and it was found that our district
does pretty well in all areas but one. In our desire
to have all of our meetings within our district be
represented we may have become overzealous
and it was pointed out that we may be sending the
wrong message and that those groups without
representation are looked down upon. It was
pointed out that these groups are still carrying the
message to the still suffering alcoholic which is
our main purpose. Our apologizes to any group
feeling that we do not appreciate you because we
so do. Thank you all for your service in carrying
the message.
Every meeting has managed to get a Zoom
meeting up and running and the San Juan is using
the Gotomeeting to conduct their meetings. Our
Webservants, Dave and JC, are doing an amazing
job keeping our website up to date. Their
willingness to help groups get technical help has
also been top notch. I am thrilled that our District
has risen to the challenge of the times and that we
are being mindful as to starting meetings again in
person. Looking at all that will need to take place
for all to be safe and law abiding. I know we are
eager here on the Islands to meet in person and as
I write this, I know of one meeting now meeting
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in person in Oak Harbor. Our District will meet
again next weekend to discuss all of these issues
and more.
Our Pre-Assembly will be virtual, and I just
received an email that the International
Conference is now going to do something virtual
to mark the occasion also in July.
It is a time of gratitude, tolerance, and patience. A
time to follow traditions and the law to the best
of our ability. Good luck to all and stay safe.
Grateful in service,
Michele Mentzos, AltDCM46
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
.
DISTRICT 54
Bonney Lake, Buckley, Carbonado, Enumclaw,
and South Prairie

Greetings area 72! I am first and foremost wanting
to say I miss everyone so very much. We live in
very different times as of late and I dare not say it
may never be the same again. That being said I
am happy to report to still be sober and still DCM
of my district.
Last few zoom meetings my district held I
reminded my groups that elections are coming at
the end of this year and to be looking for your
replacement.
Luckily, we have been able to support ourselves
through this pandemic and hopefully groups will
be meeting again soon and in person. I am looking
forward to seeing all the area 72 peeps on our next
quarterly in July.
My district 54 had their last meeting this last
Thursday the 11th and as a profession, I am a
hairdresser, so I had to work late and missed the
decision of our inventory being help this next
month on July 9th facilitated by your amazing
Language chair person, Lupita. Grateful she was
available.!!
That’s all I have to report for now, I will see you
all on zoom soon!
DISTRICT 55

Blyn, Carlsborg, Jamestown, Sequim

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
DISTRICT 56

East Jefferson County: Port Townsend, Quilcene,
Brinnon, Port Hadlock, Chimacum, Coyle

See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 32
DISTRICT 57

Spanish speaking region that encompasses all of
Western Washington from Lynnwood and to the
north.

No article or business report provided.

Intergroups & Central Offices
AREA 72 OFFICINA INTERGRUPAL
http://www.aaintergrupalarea72.org/
No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
GREATER SEATTLE INTERGROUP
www.seattleintergroup.org
Greetings Western Washington Area 72!
As appeared to be the case when GSIG last
reported to WWA72, groups and individuals
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continued their generous contributions to
Intergroup. May financials note group
contributions of almost 13K and individual
contributions of 7.5K, as compared to a norm al
monthly budget of 11K. Again, we want to
express our deepest gratitude. Phones continue to
be manned 24/7, the office remains open
Wednesdays and Saturdays, 10am – 2pm. Our
Office Manager is resigning but has extended his
GSIG employment through June. Until the Board
makes decisions regarding staffing, our Assistant
Office Manager, Lara has agreed to maintain the
Managers responsibilities.
The PPP Government loan mentioned in the June
Newsletter was discussed at the May 19th GSIG
Board meeting. A motion to accept the loan and
apply for forgiveness was passed by a simple
majority (8 for, 4 against, 2 abstentions).
The June13th GSIG Group Inventory was held,
via Zoom with 36 members participating. Many
issues were brought to light and discussed during
the 4-hour meeting. Some of those issues included
current financial status as affected by Covid and
what the status might be going forward; office
operations, facility needs; The High&Dry (our
newsletter)
format
and
effectiveness.
Considerable time was also spent reviewing
transparency, the GSIG service structure,
particularly as it pertained to the PPP loan
application process and vote to accept
forgiveness. Frequently repeated was concern
about communication between the AA groups
and GSIG as well as concerns that members are
not aware of all the services GSIG provides and
how can that information be communicated to
groups and members.
Around the corner is the Intergroup Spring
Assembly, scheduled for June 16th where every
AA group served by GSIG will be able to weigh
in and vote on any motions or issues presented
there. In the planning stages is our annual picnic,
scheduled for August 16th at Lower Woodland
Park, which will also include our annual Car
Show. We are still looking for volunteers to serve
on the planning committee. Interested? Contact
Lara at GSIG, 206-587-2838.
If your group or district would like to learn more
about what Greater Seattle Intergroup and the
services we provide, I am eager to visit your group
and answer your questions.
Thank you again for your continued support.
Yours in Service
Astri,
vicechair@seattleaa.org
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 16
.
PUGET SOUND CENTRAL SERVICE
OFFICE
http://www.aaintergrupalarea72.org/
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 18
SNO-KING INTERGROUP
http://www.snokingintergroup.org/
See quarterly report in Business Minutes on pg. 17
VANCOUVER AREA INTERGROUP
http://www.vancouveraa.org/
No Article or Quarterly Business Report provided.
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Member Articles

We want to hear from you! Please share your experience,
strength, and hope with the Western Washington
fellowship
by
sending
your
article
to
newsletter@area72aa.org.
The topic this month is

EMOTIONAL SOBRIETY
A NEW FREEDOM
Experiencing feelings and emotions honestly with
courage… is that emotional sobriety? Turning to
God, my sponsor, or a trusted friend during times
of fear and doubt maybe this is emotional
sobriety? Perhaps it’s just learning how to live life
on life’s terms…
I’ve struggled to define emotional sobriety, but I
believe I know the essence of it. I believe that
emotional sobriety resides in god-centered
principals including forgiveness, tolerance,
patience, honesty, courage, humility, faith,
kindness, and gratitude to list a few.
If I choose to TRUST GOD, CLEAN HOUSE
and WORK WITH OTHERS I can freely
experience a new freedom…a freedom from the
bondage of self. A freedom from fear, anger,
worry, doubt, self-pity, pride, dishonesty,
intolerance, and all other self-destructive
emotions.
What it was like? I was having trouble with my
personal relationships, I couldn’t control my
emotional natures, I was prey to misery and
depression, I couldn’t make a living, I had a
feeling of uselessness, I was full of fear, I was
unhappy and I couldn’t seem to be of any real help
to others.
What happened? I saw others solve their problems
by a simple reliance upon the Spirit of the
Universe…I stopped doubting God.
What it is like now? I feel a new power flowing in
and enjoy peace of mind. I am discovering I can
face life successfully when I am conscious of
God’s presence. I’ve begun to lose my fear of
today, tomorrow or the hereafter. I have been
reborn!
(Redacted from pg. 52/63 of the Big Book of Alcoholics
Anonymous.)

It’s a great day to be sober! Peace be with you,
Julie A.
ROCKETMAN
What a deep subject for such a shallow mind.
What comes to mind when I think about
emotional sobriety is what is discussed on page 25
of the Big Book in the chapter “There Is a
Solution” – “When, therefore, we were approached by
those in whom the problem had been solved there was
nothing left for us but to pick up the simple kit of spiritual
tools laid at our feet. We have found much of heaven and
we have been rocketed into a fourth dimension of existence
of which we had not even dreamed.”
… a fourth dimension of existence of which we
had not even dreamed. If I didn’t dream it, I
surely didn’t comprehend it in my conscious
existence either. It was totally unknown to me and
only revealed to me through the working and
practicing of the Spiritual Principles (tools) laid at
my feet.

I had to get out of myself and the threedimensional box I had created in order to fully
understand and appreciate the world around me.
I recently read an article entitled Rocketed into the
4th Dimension-Heartnotes*. I tend to look at
being rocketed as somehow glamorous, in reality
it is not. “Get this image – two adult humans lying
on their backs, each vacuum packed into a 110pound suit, penned in a metal can that sits atop a
150-foot rocket, which essentially is a very large
bomb. When the bomb goes off the ascent begins.
Look out! The ferociously bone jarring crossing
through the atmosphere way outdoes any ride on
legendary rodeo bull Tornado.”
The article goes on to explain that, “Moving into
a deeper awareness of spiritual reality shakes us
up. Our prejudices, opinions, and our refusal to
know we are loved get wobbled loose. It feels like
the jolting will never stop. But we hang in and
soon are free…” So, being rocketed into a 4th
dimension isn’t always an enjoyable experience,
but once we get through it, we can understand,
and possibly enjoy, the results.
In the same article, astronaut Scott Kelly who
made four flights into space said, “Every voyage
we take gets a bit easier because we know the
rough patch is a temporary passage to a more
expansive, marvelous view.”
I like the comparison between actual rocketing
and our 4th dimension rocketing experience. This,
to me, is the beginning of our emotional sobriety
journey. Letting go of those earthly life
experiences and expectations and allowing the
spiritual realm to take over. We face one
circumstance after another and hold on as we go
through it knowing our Higher Power has our
best interest at heart and will bring us through to
a better end.
This is what the Tenth Step does for me. I MUST
continue to take that personal inventory and
continue to set right any new mistakes. “We have
entered the world of the Spirit.” (BB, page 84)
The process goes on, every day of my life. Have I
ceased fighting anything or anyone? Have I
moved sufficiently into the world of the Spirit to
desire my God remove my selfishness,
dishonesty, resentment, and fear? Can I live in a
world where I take responsibility for my own
actions and act accordingly, not expecting others
to cater to my whims?
Human me will always want to strike back in
retaliation. I want hurt for hurt, loss for loss, anger
for anger. Only through the Spirit can I have the
emotional sobriety to hold back my will in
exchange for my God’s will.
It’s an ongoing routine that, thankfully, I get to
practice every day of my sober life. Growing up
can be jolting at times, but if I hang on tight, Trust
God, Clean House, and Help Others, I can ride it
out.
Don N., Area 72 Archives Chair
* October 2018 Article, “Rocketed into the 4th Dimension
– Heartnotes”, appearing on the Unity of Austin Website
ACTIONS SPEAK LOUDER THAN
WORDS
However long I’ve heard these words through the
years I knew if given the right formula, my
relationship with myself, with others and my
Higher Power would be in the right balance. Oh,
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I did my fair share of self-help books, selfimprovement seminars, revivals, church, chakra
clearing, etc., in addition to my drinking, hoping
some “thing” would be the answer to my
seemingly fragile approach to relationships.
So, I’ve been without a drink for a bit of time now.
I’ve gone through the 12 Steps, have a sponsor,
and I go to meetings. Even though I endeavor to
use the steps daily, various personal or business
relationships unveil or sometimes even “hit”
upon psychological or emotional pain that leaves
me hankering for my old behavior of isolating. My
mind goes, “If I stay in my shell I won’t get hurt.”
“What’s with these steps – I thought all that
relationship pain stuff was behind me.” Hmm, it
appears I must go further – examine more per my
sponsor and other friends in the fellowship
advise.
I read Bill W.’s Grapevine article, “The Next
Frontier: Emotional Sobriety” from January 1958.
He bravely shares his depression, which today
seems commonplace for many of us (me
included) but was HUGE in 1958. He first
identified (his) “dependence on people or
circumstances to supply me with prestige, security
and the like. For the dependency meant demand
– a demand for the possession and control of the
people and conditions surrounding me.” “Failing
to get these things according to my perfectionistic
dreams and specifications, I had fought for them.
And when defeat came, so did my depression.”
Ouch! In other words, when people, places, or
things aren’t going my way I see life going
sideways. Impulsively, I react in a primordial
way…and I find myself criticizing myself on
HOW DID I GET HERE?! How do I rightsize
myself during my personal storm?
Suggested Checklist when going through Personal
Storms:
· Acknowledge and become aware of how I
hold on to my defaults or defects of character
to such an extent my well-being is disturbed.
Such disturbances could come out as
irritability, frustration, even anger when
around that person or situation. (slogan:
Nothing Changes if Nothing Changes)
· Pause, whether for a minute or meditate later
on the person or situation. Maybe do a mini
4th step and share with sponsor or trusted
friend in the fellowship. Consider, “what is
my motivation for staying in this
relationship/situation?” (slogan: Progress not
Perfection).
· Surrender whatever the disturbance is to my
Higher Power. (slogan: Let go and Let God).
· Give of self without expecting or demanding
receipt of love, prestige, security. (slogan:
What Other people Think of You is None of
Your Business).
It will take practice, and some emotional pain
along the way. In order for me to be rightsized, I
must act toward removing dependency on my
demands of people, places, and things.
Maybe a formula does exist!
Edith Byington

August 2018 (Issue 67.19)
EMOTIONS ARE ENERGY IN MOTION
I learned in Alcoholics Anonymous seek to do the
will of God by living the spiritual principles and
to be a channel of God to other people.
Emotional sobriety is sanity. I never heard this
before. This was profound wisdom to me as a
newcomer 35 years ago.
Alcohol provided courage for my life
circumstances. However, after the fun times from
drinking came the hell and my bottom. When I
was drinking, I was stuffing my feelings. I was
numb. The abuse and harms of my past were not
pleasant and to feel them was not gratifying. Not
being emotionally available was survival in my
growing up and my marriage. I walked through
the paces and looked good while I was dying
inside. I did know I was dying. I did not know that
I was not sane.
The doctor in treatment told me I was in the last
stage of the disease. I learned the steps and
glossed over the second step as how could I be
insane; I was a teacher with seven years of college.
I had taught school for 25 years. Fortunately, I
heard that is was a disease of no trust, no talk, and
no feelings. I knew immediately that was the
compelling origin of my disease besides the
genetics of my family. This described my family
perfectly. It was easy to understand that I needed
to learn to trust, have communications, and learn
about feelings.
My first awakening came when addressing the
Third Step in treatment. I knew that to turn my
life and will over to the care of God was the best
solution I had ever heard. It was my ticket out of
hell. I thought I had to be self-sufficient, selfreliant, and self-motivated while I had no selfrespect. Through working, the steps this changed.
In Step 3, I found releasing all my fears is possible.
I became fearless through releasing each fear one
by one and replacing it with love and grace.
Through the fourth and fifth steps, a big change
came as I let down my emotional walls that I had
built around my heart to protect me. Applying the
steps to release the barriers to love made the
difference. I substituted positive for the negative.
It has taken time for me to learn to trust my
sponsor and my higher power, a loving power
within my heart. Because my stepdad told me, he
did not want to hear what I had to say. I had
frozen feelings like an iceberg. Educating myself
with healthy communication skills began in the
rooms of AA. I did not know how to trust,
communicate, or feel. Allowing feelings to thaw
and emerge into my life has been a challenge. Less
stress allowed me to work at a more reasonable
pace, my feelings began to surface. The Big Book
told me that when the spiritual malady is
overcome, we straighten out mentally and
physically.
daily challenges. Currently, feelings are not the big
mystery that they were. In the Merriam Webster
Dictionary, the definition of emotional insanity
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is psychopathic personality. This is described as
somebody who is highly antisocial, aggressive,
and lacking in empathy. The psychiatrist said my
husband had psychopathic behavior and since it
is a universal law that like attracts like, it must
have been my description, too.
Learning emotions are energy in motion, made it easier
to allow them to flow out and not think of them
as me personally, but energy needing to leave. The
steps have been the perfect recipe to allow
releasing my negative feelings. Letting go of anger,
fear, shame, and guilt leaves space for the new
loving feelings of love and happiness to move into
that space. I see the steps as the roto rooter
system, today. I could not possibly do that when
I was victimized by false dependencies.
The oxymoron is that when I depend upon God,
I cannot play God. Nor can we wholly rely on
human protection and care. Fear stopped my
feelings. I ran from feeling anything when I drank.
I have negative feelings if I am not aligned with
the steps of my program. My motivation is no
longer aggressive, antisocial, or lacking empathy.
Allowing space in my heart for love provides the
means to have emotional sobriety. I moved from
being a puppet like Pinocchio into trusting my
higher power for all things, extending positive
communications, and feeling good. I needed to fill
myself with God's love in anticipation of passing
it on to others. My stability came out of learning
to give, not out of demanding that I receive.
I do not have to be right; I can trust God for my
blessings and be grateful. Then, I can extend this
love in my heart to others through speaking,
actions, or in my thoughts. Learning to come
from loving communications through win-win in
a conversation brings a loving connection.
Our program says that when we continue to
develop we discover the best possible source of
emotional stability to be God Himself.
Depending on God, I find His perfect justice,
forgiveness, and love; it works where nothing else
does.
I heard a member say, "When I am doing God's
will, I feel good, if I am not, I do not feel good."
It became obvious to me that I want to align with
God. My feelings have become my feedback to
how my life is going. I understand now, to
embrace my feelings. It took time for my heart to
be open to expressing appropriate emotions. This
put my life on a much higher plane for being
accessible in emotional sobriety.
My happiness is a by-product—the dividend of
giving without any demand for a return. With my
new loving basis for life, I am connected to a
universal loving energy that is my sanity. My
higher power restores my consciousness in
common sense and health. Faithful feelings
become a connection and bring us together in the
one spirit of the universe.
Lately, I was driving to see a friend when I felt my
heart change. I realized that my heart had finally
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opened up so I could feel good feelings that flow
through me. Now using a daily spiritual program
and not drinking, I respond in loving solutions to
what challenge is in front of me.
Releasing each wall brought my boyfriend
emotionally closer to me. I was the one stopping
closeness; I felt the difference, immediately. When
my friend's cat died last week, surprisingly without
thinking, I had tears and sadness at the time. I
finally had tears for my cat's passing away, too. I
feel the presence of love when I am contributing
to the happiness and well-being of others. The
program works. Love is the key.
Marilyn R.
______________________________________

Letter to the Editor

During this pandemic, I have seen the best and
worst in people come out. Far more of the best,
expressed in love and tolerance. However,
sometimes the worst comes out as well.
Last night, attending a zoom meeting, a sponsee
of one of the members joined the meeting after
the meeting started. This sponsee has 197 days of
sobriety. He was invited to the meeting by his
sponsor.
This particular sponsee has a very expressive face
-- he reacts to every emotion he is presently
feeling. He had not said a word in the meeting yet,
but was either smiling or "making faces" during
the readings (he could very well have been
reacting to something off camera that we couldn't
see). The zoom moderator banned him from the
meeting without any question about why he was
there.
Mind you, this is a meeting known for its
openness and willingness to welcome newcomers.
The zoom moderator explained the action by
saying "I have to protect the group".
I would urge all of us to slow down the trigger
finger on the "remove" button. Some folks may
have a disability which causes them to make faces,
some people may be struggling and make faces as
the struggle to understand and learn.
Let us not be so fearful of zoom-bombers that we
remove people from meetings because we "think"
they might be a troublemaker. Zoom bombers
express their intentions the minute they get into a
room. They don't sit and patiently wait through
the readings.
With all that's going on today, let's continue to
exercise the principles in ALL our affairs, and not
live in fear.
I love AA, I love alcoholics, and I love when we
are at our best. Let's show newcomers our best,
not our fear.
The deadline to submit articles for next
month’s Newsletter is August 21, 2020
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WESTERN WASHINGTON AREA 72 QUARTERLY BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES
July 11, 2020 | Hosted via Zoom Online Meetings
· Call to order, Serenity Prayer: 8:39am

·
·
·
·

Twelve Traditions read by: Meghan K. DCM 44
Twelve Concepts read by: Chuck P. DCM 2
Permission to record then meeting: Moved by District 41, 2nd by District
46, Approved
Approval of April 2020 Quarterly Minutes: Moved by District 7, 2nd by
District 16, Approved

Introduction of Past Delegates:
Barbara M.
Panel 41 (Northern Coastal CA) 91 & 92
Jim M.
Panel 45 (Northern Coastal CA) 95 & 96
Dave T.
Panel 59
00 & 10
Keith M.
Panel 61 (Utah 69)
11 & 12
Astri T.
Panel 63
13 & 14
Darren F.
Panel 65
15 & 16
Steve C.
Panel 67
17 & 18
Amy B.
Panel 68 (South Carolina 63)
18 & 19

Appointed Trusted Servant Reports
Accessibility Karen O.
Undeniably, this past quarter has been like no other. We have all become a
remote community. Area, districts and groups worked quickly to move
meetings from face to face to Zoom or other web-based meeting formats and
reached out to those who did not have internet.
As we look toward the end of the year, and the end of the rotation, we are
hoping to get back to what will likely become a “new normal”. Meetings places
are beginning to open up and groups will begin to meet face to face, but there
will still be those in the high-risk categories that will be unable to attend in
person until the virus is under control. That’s when accessibility chairs can
work with their groups to create hybrid meetings, or to continue Zoom
meetings.
Our next Accessibility Quarterly is Saturday, July 18 from 10:00 am – 2:00 pm
and will be hosted by District 31 on Zoom. We encourage all who are
interested to join us.
Archives ........................................................................................ Don N.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
The Area 72 Archives had our May Archives Quarterly via Zoom. I was a little
nervous about how it was all going to come together, but it went very well. A
few glitches here and there, but all-in-all, rather good. It was well attended, and
we had a special Guest Speaker, Dave McD., who spoke on some of the early
members of A.A. in NY. The Archives Steering Committee (ASC) has been
meeting on Zoom for the past several months. It is good to get together and
just stay in touch with what we are all doing and how we’re handling the social
distancing and various health conditions brought on by COVID. We have a
new Secretary for the Area Archives Committee. We would like to welcome
Rhonda who started just this past weekend at the June ASC meeting. Thank
you for stepping up Rhonda!
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
Of course, COVID has hampered our ability to get together and do any actual
“work” with our Archives. This is truly a problem since much of what is done
in Archives is very hands on. The ASC voted not to hold a Regional Archives
Workshop after consultation with Area 58 Archivist and Alt Archivist, and
Dave C. On a personal note, the doctors discovered another occurrence of
cancer on my right hand. It was evaluated and I had it removed on June 4th.
The good news is that all the margins were clear and they got it all. I appreciate
all the thoughts and prayers from all the folks around this amazing Program.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
Because of the setbacks encountered during the pandemic, we have been
unable to meet in person. That should be easing up in the next few months.
We look forward to be able to have Repository work parties of two to three
and begin organizing the content of the Area Archives. We are still hoping to
get our new computer hooked up and on-line in such a way as to be accessed
remotely so that we can continue to manage our digital archives from remote

locations. The National Alcoholics Anonymous Archives Workshop
(NAAAW) will be having a virtual workshop this year on September 26th, from
1:00 – 5:00 PM EST via Zoom (Zoom ID and PWD TBA). I will forward the
information when it becomes available to me. We will be having our Area 72
Archives Quarterly the first Saturday in August via Zoom. I will send out the
ID and PWD when I have scheduled the meeting. The Area Archivist and the
ASC have been working to update the duties of the ASC members to bring
them more in line with the current operational aspects of the Archives
Repository. Just in case you don’t have enough to do in your A.A. life; the Area
Archives has a Work Party scheduled after each Archives Steering Committee
meeting. (Pending the outcome of the COVID-19 health crisis) That is the 3rd
Sunday of the month at 11:30 AM. Drop on by the Area Repository (3905
Steilacoom Blvd, Lakewood, WA), there’s always something to do! If that is
not a good time for you, drop us an email (archiveschair@area72aa.org, or
archivist@area72aa.org) and let us know you’d like to help out and what day or
time would work for you.
Archivist ............................................................................... Maryland N.
Experiences from the past quarter.
· Conduct the weekly Service Speaker Meeting
· Spoke for Founders Day for a Remote Communities meeting out of BC
‘164andmore’
· Made a Facebook group as a recruiting tool for volunteering
· Worked with Area 58 Archivist and ASC Consultant on status/history of
the Regional Archives Workshop
· Drafted written procedure for receiving physical storage items for
Repository
· Wrote justification for the purchase of a laser high speed multi-function
printer
· Wrote justification for the purchase of Ultraviolet (UV) Room sanitizers
for Repository
Strengths from the past quarter.
Have one volunteer that comes on Mondays for 2 hours
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
We would like to attract MANY volunteers to assist in accomplishing the many
tasks required of the Collection in Repository.
· If anyone would like to donate a microwave or a microwave cart to
Repository, we could use them.
· The Archives Policy was written in 1989 and we need to update it. We
have more than 34 containers for the Traveling Display and room for 190
paper file boxes, and unquantified digital files.
· Memorial Book: hope to have Archivists gather information from their
groups and halls on any past members and get these scanned for our
Memorial Book
· Update Tri-Fold Display of Area Maps and Elected’s—3 rotations
Cooperation with the Professional Community ............................ Tari B.
Hello Area 72,
I can’t believe that we are attending our last quarterly of this rotation. While
things have slowed way down from the busy first half of this rotation, I am
pleased that CPC work is continuing during these challenging times. The pierce
county districts have held a panel for a nursing school, District 11 and the
Greater Seattle Intergroup both held clergy panels all via Zoom. I just love our
program and the members that are stepping up to fulfill our primary purpose.
Tom and I are planning our last two quarterlies and while I hope that we will
be able to meet in person again, I am very grateful that Zoom allows us all to
still meet.
If anyone is interested in the CPC position next rotation, please chat with me,
it has been an incredible experience!
Thank you for letting be of service!
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Corrections ................................................................................... Lyle N.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Not much going on this past quarter, everything has been pretty quiet.
We just had our quarterly on the 20th of June, and we had some pretty good
discussions with ideas for getting meetings into the jails, we talked about using
zoom and other ways, but those who have reached out to their institutions
have been denied access, so we will just have to wait it out.
Will L. (YP Chair) was also there to discuss ways of working with the people in
the juvenile institutions, and we had some pretty good discussions with his
share.
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
We are not allowed to go into the jails or prisons, some of the district chairs
have reached out to their institutions to see if anything can be done, as I have
here in Clark Co., but the answer has always been the same, they are not letting
anyone in until this blows over.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
Bryan B. from Eastern Washington, who has been going into Washington State
Penitentiary for some 30 years has drafted a letter to send to Gov. Inslee to see
if he can do something about letting us get back into the jails and prisons, I
shared this letter with Heather, Geene, Crystal, and Alan, and Alan had some
ideas to add to the letter, which Bryan was happy to add, so now it’s just a
waiting game.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Not much going on this past quarter, everything has been pretty quiet.
We just had our quarterly on the 20th of June, and we had some pretty good
discussions with ideas for getting meetings into the jails, we talked about using
zoom and other ways, but those who have reached out to their institutions
have been denied access, so we will just have to wait it out.
Will L. (YP Chair) was also there to discuss ways of working with the people in
the juvenile institutions, and we had some pretty good discussions with his
share.
Yours in Service
Lyle Nelson
Area 72 Corrections Chair
Grapevine and Literature ........................................................... Randy S.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Attended a Grapevine Workshop in May Hosted by A group in Ca.
Will be attending another grapevine workshop hosted by Rodeo Ca. in Aug.
Topics to include, Using grapevine in 12th step work.
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
Been reaching out to other areas in the US about how we use our literature in
Zoom meetings and how we can reach the still suffering alcoholic in this time
of isolation.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
Would like to attend district meetings to get their ideas on how as a committee
we can help their meetings through literature and to express the importance of
the grapevine to carry the message.
With the quarantine keeping outside members from treatment centers, jails and
institutions I would like to challenge all members to donate their old issues of
the grapevine and other recovery pamphlets to the treatment and corrections
committees.
Language Coordinator .......................................................... Lupita Y-M.
Experiences from the past quarter.
A lot has been going on in my world as the Language Chair. Since the last
quarterly, I have facilitated the organization of getting a Delegate report
interpreted into Spanish (and the delegate report presentation translated and
posted on our Area website), overseen the translation and electronic
distribution of three Area newsletters, as well as hosted a Language Steering
Committee meeting, and attended the Area Accessibility quarterly.
I had the great pleasure of speaking with multiple members of Area 06
(California Northern Coastal) to share information, experiences and resources
in regards to Zoom meetings, Spanish interpretation and how to most
effectively facilitate the two.
After some gentle reminders from the editor of the Our Stories Disclose book,
I finalized my submission with the history of the position of Language Chair. I
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look forward to seeing what Denis and the OSD3 writers/editors do with my
run-on sentences and how they tie it all up nicely into the chapter on appointed
committee positions. 😊😊
I had a request very recently to connect a Russian speaking member with a
Russian speaking meeting. Luckily, I am close friends with a Russian speaking
A.A. member, so I was able to connect the member asking for help, with a
native Russian speaker. Just a few hours ago, we were still struggling to find
either in person Russian language AA meetings, or online Russian meetings. I
have reached out to larger intergroups across the country asking for their help.
While my friend and I were on the phone looking into this together, he found
information on the Online Intergroup website (www.aa-intergroup.org ). This
website has not only a listing of thousands of meetings, but meetings in 14
languages other than English. It’s amazing that we have access to all these
resources, and it makes the world seem so much smaller. Спасибо за вашу
помощь, Серж
Strengths from the past quarter
I feel mostly caught up on projects that used to be in the pipeline to get
translated. There are currently two projects on my plate right now. The biggest
current project I am working on is a request from district 34 to get a document
their registrar has created into Spanish to help groups easily register themselves.
This includes getting the New Group Form and the Group Change form into
Spanish. Because of the formatting of the English documents, this if becoming
quite an involved task. The second project I’m working on right now, is an
update the Area website to reflect the Language Chair position, and working
with Karen, the Accessibility chair to update the information about her
committee on the Area website.
Speaking of the website….hopefully you all saw the hard work Mary, Eddy and
the Web Steering committee have put in to make our website EASILY
converted into Spanish. You guys, THIS IS HUGE! I’m excited to keep
working with the web team to update the verbiage and build out a database of
commonly used terms and AA jargon to make the website better for our
Spanish speaking members.
As I mentioned previously, I continue to get newsletter translated, maybe it’s
just me, but I feel like I’m getting faster at getting the newsletters turned around
and sent out electronically. Brendan and I are still working on the best way to
mail out hard copies of the newsletter to our Spanish speaking members. (He
can go more into detail into how he’s been handling it, and what issues we have
encountered.)
The final strength I want to discuss is the strength of our members, groups and
our fellowship. It has also been a tremendously challenging time for the past 3
or so months, and it has served as a great learning opportunity. I have had the
neat opportunity to use Zoom with the interpretation settings, multiple screen
shares, attend meetings all over the country/world and participate in a very full
way in Alcoholics Anonymous. For the final Delegate report on July 5, we had
simultaneous interpretation of the report as well as multiple screens shared so
that both the English-speaking members and the Spanish speaking members
could follow along as Alan shared about his experiences with the 70th General
Service Conference. And today, instead of relegating the Spanish speaking
members to a back table with a few reports printed and a small screen with
their own version of our English language presentation, we have a
BILINGUAL deck that is being shared, and ANY member can join from ANY
where in the world and listen to our Area business in either English or Spanish.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
I look forward to continuing to engage with the Area about how to be inclusive
and how to really work toward having a fully bilingual Area. I am going to
reiterate my challenge to the Area that we don’t think of Area 72 as an Englishspeaking Area that has some events interpreted and some documents
translated. Rather, I would like to see us move forward with the expectation
that everything gets translated into Spanish and that we invite our Spanish
speaking members, GSRs, and DCMs to participate, that we support the
Spanish speaking community and its members and groups by participating in
events we are invited to.
In my most recent newsletter article, I called out for each district to research
and compile information regarding meetings in your district in languages other
than English. Now, more publicly, I will call out for this again. Please reach out
to me with information regarding in person or Zoom meetings in your area that
are in languages other than English. Occasionally I receive requests from
people seeking meetings in different languages. It would be a nice resource to
have a list of such meetings, and perhaps even a contact in case the meeting
information changes or stops altogether.
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Newsletter Editor ................................................................... Brendan D.
No report
Public Information ........................................................................Tom F.
Hello everyone,
Hope this day finds you all healthy and well. It has been a pretty busy quarter
for myself and the PI Committee we most recently held our PI/CPC Quarterly
via zoom, It was well attended considering and we really enjoyed having Eddie,
our area Web-Servant come on and share some of the ways we could contact
and work with our local professionals via online zoom meetings. As well as
helping us with ways to host Zoom Meetings with the professionals. We had
some members join us from Canada which was really cool. We also went over
a few of the conference items which Alan Area Delegate discussed at the
conference business meeting.
If you are a PI/CPC representative it is a great time for us to be reaching out
to our professionals and setting up meetings with them, discussing how the
best ways they can contact us should they have a need for our help. It's also a
good time to send letters out to your local radio, tv stations and newspapers
using the forms provided in PI/CPC Workbooks or starting some advertising
campaigns to help the still suffering alcoholic. These can be done for buses,
bus stops, terminals and train stations. If you need some help please feel free
to contact me pi@area72aa.org
Please take the time to go to the PI/CPC Website and utilize the tools there,
they are easy to access and available to help you make your service work easier.
There are also some great PSA on aa.org.
Tari area CPC Chair and I attended an online PI/CPC workshop held by
District 11. It was well attended by members in the area, Even though we are
confined in the things we can do, it is nice that we can have these workshops
to help keep these things in the forefront of our minds so when things do lift
we can attend Panels, meet with Professionals and Clergy or a booth at the fair
or conference and know what to do and how to act and what to say or not say!
Tari and I also attended a Zoom Panel on the 19th of May for The Clergy of
Whatcom County it was very informative and helpful we had several members
volunteer to help and we had one attendee of the Clergy and he really took part
asked questions and made this panel a success. This also inspired Jennifer CPC
Chair GSIG to arrange a panel for the surrounding districts to do the same in
Seattle on June 29th.
I have been contacted by a few members regarding what are some of the ways
we can reach the still suffering Alcoholic given we are still in a stay at home
stay safe situation?
As mentioned previously campaigns for PSA’s could be started, also if you’re
comfortable doing so one could take part in volunteering to answer phones at
CSO or GSIG. Another great way is when needed and we can is to help educate
and show those who are in remote communities or new members how Zoom
Meetings work and helping them get connected via computer or phone. I have
also heard of members sitting in front of their home group during what use to
be normal meeting times waiting for new comers to arrive and doing 12 step
service work and I’ve also have been informed of a few backyard campfire
meetings as well.
The message is still being carried in many different forms and fashions! I know
for me I look forward to when we all can be back at our meetings and seeing
each other in person, I continue to leave this in God’s hands and he will provide
the answers! Until then remember that the Joy is in the Journey not the
Destination!
God Bless,
Tom F.
Area 72 Public Information Chair
pi@area72aa.org
Registrar ................................................................................... Kristee M.
Experiences from the past quarter:
I have just been continuing in much the same format as reported last quarter.
There have not yet been any changes as far as increasing registrars’ capabilities
with GSO’s new registration program. So, there is no new news (at least at the
time of writing this report) on this front.
Moving on
In my last quarterly report I had stated that I’d planned to
update the area directory appearance and district map. I sincerely apologize
but I have not yet completed this. On a personal level, I have been working
very hard for the past few months completing the online education portion of
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an RN re-entry program through PLU. I used to work as an RN but stopped
working to be a stay at home mom 10 years ago, when my third child was born.
As I was not working, I let my license expire. This past several months has
been a very intensive online program part of the program and I honestly did
not realize just how intensive and time consuming it was going to be. I am
happy to report that I have almost completed that piece of the program. In
fact, by the end of August, I will be completely done with the entire program!
Unfortunately, the time put into this program has greatly interfered with my
time for registrar work and I’ve focused on the more higher priority needs such
as getting registrations to GSO, maintain the area newsletter mailing list and
making directory updates.
Strengths from the past quarter:
One thing I am happy about is that I am starting to see that the forms that I’ve
sent to GSO are being processed. I was not concerned that they would not be,
it just seems to have been taking a long time so I’m very happy that I’m seeing
forward progress there. I would also just like to thank everyone for such
wonderful, supportive and friendly attitudes. It means so much and I am
profoundly grateful to you all for that!
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee:
It is my continued hope to provide the Area Directory with a fresh look and to
update the district map. I also plan to have completed reviewing the file I
created for the group changes of information forms and new group forms that
I’ve sent to GSO over the past many months. I have saved them all to one file
so that I could go back and review each with the GSO database to ensure that
they have been recorded. Finally, I also plan to start preparing for the transition
that will take place in January, 2021 with the next rotation’s Area Registrar. I
will have an instruction manual to aid the next registrar to hopefully allow for
a smooth transition. And, I will of course be available to support and train the
incoming registrar. There will be NO dump offs!
Secretary ....................................................................................... Karla L.
Experiences from the past quarter.
I facilitated D46’s inventory via Zoom. I thought it went very well. Usually,
during an inventory there is a lot of talking over each other but that doesn’t
happen in the Zoom meetings as much. Good job D46!
I have been continuing to work on updates for the Area Handbook and
tracking all of the changes so that there will be time to get it translated before
the next rotation starts! I think we’re almost there!
Strengths from the past quarter.
I continue to participate on the Our Stories Disclose III committee. We have
come so far and I am amazed how the groups in the Area came together to get
their stories written and submitted. This was no easy feat! I do find it
disappointing that there are calls to delay production because we are in a
pandemic and “making history” now and should include that. As if our history
before did not matter. This is about the birth of AA and how it has continued
and grown in our Area since 1939! We are bigger than our current
circumstances. But, I get it. This is a crazy time we are living in and we have
had to make so many major adjustments! Things will likely never be the same.
Rest assured that our committee understands this as does our Archivist. What
we are dealing with now will be recorded in our archives for future research.
We are so lucky in our Area to have a committed Archives repository and
Archives Steering Committee. And to me, it makes perfect sense for the next
history book to begin here.
Hope for the future.
I am sad that I will likely not see you all in person again this rotation. I will not
be able to give you chocolate! But I know we have all grown in unexpected
ways, in good ways (we have all learned at least a little bit more about computers
and the internet). I look forward to the day when I do see you again and can
give you a hug!
Sound...............................................................................................Bob J.
Experiences from the past quarter.
“Great events [have and continue to] come to pass for us and countless others”
in AA and WW Area 72. (Paraphrasing AA Big Book Page 164)
Of course with the pandemic, at all levels from area to groups, we are having
some of our “great events” online these days, and there is no demand for the
Area sound system for meeting in person. Although not running the sound
system, I’m here as a member of the Area Committee, and I continue to be
present and accountable.
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Strengths from the past quarter.
Prior to the shutdown, and thanks to Area Language Chair, Lupita, we started
to make some significant improvements to the translation equipment. When
we can meet again in person, we should be benefitting from a higher quality
sound system for translation.
Also, just prior to the shutdown, and thanks to help from other Trusted
Servants, we purchased inexpensive, good quality portable sound equipment,
and it’s ready to use when things open up again. The portable system is simple
to use, has good sound, and appropriate for using at smaller and more remote
area gatherings, such as some Pre-Conference meetings, Area Delegate reports,
Pre-Assemblies, GSR school and other “great events.” The portable sound
system will easily pay for itself. The portable system can be easily transported
and set up by the individual user, not needing the Sound Tech present, and thus
reducing expenses for travel and lodging. The portable system should also
increase flexibility, reach, ease, and accessibility for area events.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
Continuing coordination with Area Technology Committee(s) (Web, etc.)
As an Area, what will our future use of audio-visual and translation technology
look like?
It is interesting to speculate on the future of our Area gatherings. For example,
will we have “hybrid” training, meetings, reports, quarterlies and assemblies,
some people gathering in-person, while others online? Will we be able to have
more and higher quality smaller gatherings using the portable sound system?
Will our area online events be temporary, or will this be the “new normal” from
the group level to all levels of the AA general service structure?
Continuing coordination with Area Language
In the future how will our (new and old) audio
visual technologies be
further coordinated to improve quality and accessibility, including for our area
language and translation functions?
Continuing coordination with Area Accessibility
And how will the improved use of new (and old) audio and visual technologies
and platforms help us make our area meetings and functions more easily
accessible to anyone?
Continuing coordination with “Who’s Really in Charge!” of Area 72 AA
“Spiritual Democracy”
At the Area level, we use and improve our sound and visual technologies as just
one tool to help us form our Group Conscience, being aware of how our
Loving Higher Power is working through all of us to help the still-suffering
alcoholic?
And of course, I truly believe that “great [area] events [are and] will [continue
to] come to pass for us and countless others.” (Paraphrasing the AA Big Book
Page 164)
Treatment ................................................................................... Linda D.
Accomplishments from the past quarter
We have continued to try to reach out to the still suffering alcoholics. Districts
have started phone lists for those leaving treatment along with resources for
Zoom meetings... There are a few districts doing panels and meetings for
treatment centers utilizing zoom.
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
Difficult working out HIPPA regulations with the zoom meetings and I feel as
if the enthusiasm is hitting a low point not be able to do face to face meetings.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
I hope to reach more of the treatment facilities. I am incredibly grateful that
we got the Grapevine subscription to the facilities.
Web Chair .....................................................................................Mary T.
Experiences from the past quarter.
This quarter has flown by for me, as I am sure it has for several of us. We held
our Web Standing Committee meeting via Zoom in April and we will be doing
that again on July 25th for our July Quarterly. I was asked by Eddy to help with
the deployment of the application for our website translation which I was able
to test and deploy to our live website. Eddy and others are working through
adding in information to the translation dictionary to improve the translation
of our website. We have members of our Web Standing Committee helping for
the July Quarterly with Zoom. We have all had to develop our Zoom skills over
the last few months as we work to keep the “zoombombers” out and the
meetings safe while staying up to date on new features in the Zoom application.
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Strengths from the past quarter.

The strengths from this past quarter came from all of the Area Elected and
Appointed who have continued to step up, step out of what may be their
comfort zones and become their own Zoom capable meeting hosts for their
quarterlies when needed. They have also been incredibly supportive of all of
the challenges that the Area Web Servant and Web Chair have been facing in
the midst of our response to meeting closures, reopening and finding ways to
make it all happen. My hat really goes off to Eddy, because without him we
would not be where we are with Zoom Quarterlies, the website updates and all
the continued outreach. Eddy you are truly amazing my friend.
Your Hope for the future
My hope is that we will get through all of this with a bit of Grace, a bit of humor
and whole lot of appreciation for what we have as fellowship. We are so lucky
that we have each other. We are blessed that we continue to suit up, show up
and do the deal so that those brand-new fresh-faced alcoholics meeting us in
the Zoom rooms have a place where they can come to. They are finding us and
that is my greatest hope.
Webmaster.............................................................................. Eddy M-M.
Experiences from the past quarter.
This has been another busy quarter...here are the highlights of what we were
involved in:
Web Steering Committee
· We held the April and now the July Quarterlies on Zoom as well as all of
the Delegate’s Reports.
· Completed the first major step to get the area website translated into
Spanish (A big thank you to Mary T for this)
· Updated online meeting update forms to include gathering information
about
online
meetings
(https://area72aa.org/resources/groupinformation-form/)
· Created new form to be used if a meeting is reopening or restarting inperson meetings (https://area72aa.org/group-reopening-form/)
· Setup and manage area Zoom account for all area officers
· Continue to work to keep meeting information as up to date as possible
NAATW Committee
· We voted to not hold an in-person workshop but instead hold a virtual
event
· Seattle will hold the next NAATW in 2021
Strengths from the past quarter.
Web Steering Committee
Over the last quarter, we have been busy working to manage the area zoom
account and learning about the best practices for holding large scale zoom
meetings. We learned a lot from the Area Quarterly in April and also from the
Delegate’s Reports that will help future virtual meetings run smoothly.
Your Hope for the future.
Web Steering Committee
We are working and planning for the next large area event on Zoom learning
from other areas and from the GSC. Additionally, we are going to continue to
refine the website translations software and hope to add additional languages
as the need arises.
Young People’s Chair ..................................................................... Will L.
Hey all,
What a world we are living in right now! When taking this position at the
beginning of the year, I knew that I was given a major responsibility and a
chance to find myself in the middle of the program again. Little did I know
what challenges lay ahead or how this would become a key piece in keeping me
sane through a tumultuous time in the world and in the program. Watching
others adjust, evolve and grow has helped me to continue be of service with
two feet on the ground and head in the skies. This time has not been without
it challenges though, as I have had many personal feelings come up especially
in this quarter as we approach summer (which brings up a lot of thoughts and
emotions because of life events). Being involved in the program has kept me
centered and kept me busy with various service opportunities.
There have been many committee and area connected events that I have
participated since the last quarterly. The Lopsided Triangle group that we
started after PRAASA continues to meet on Sundays at 8 PM which is focused
around service topics; we have evolved from a concepts study group to a
steering committee dedicated to serving the fellowship as whole. We are
currently in the middle of our barriers to recovery panel series that addresses
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difficulties of staying in the program. Another project we have put together are
virtual, hybrid, and return to face to face group inventories to help guide
discussions around these important decisions. I have also attended various
online workshops including an interesting H and I in the digital age workshop,
a LGBTQ and POC panel, various book studies and groups around the country
and world. Attending the DCM Roundtable hosted by Geene and our area
servants was awesome and was good to see many familiar faces and talk about
our positions. The hope is that we will be able to continue to find new ways to
carry the message even after this is all over. Being a part of the newsletter adhoc has been great to be a part of and we have new ideas on how to reach as
many alcoholics as we can.
One of the goals I set for myself when being selected for this position was to
visit as many standing committee quarterlies as possible which is easier when
everything is virtual! I had the chance to attend the treatment quarterly online
and received some questions about working with minors and provided some
resources to various treatment chairs. At the PI/CPC and quarterly I got to
continue discussions on how to coordinate work with juveniles and young
adults as well as continue outreach efforts virtually. Our Juvenile Outreach
Committee Alt-Chair and I presented on bridging minors at the corrections
quarterly and were welcomed and very well received by the committee
members. Working with all these committees has given me a positive outlook
on our future as an area committee and excited for future collaborations.
There are many questions coming in about working with minors which we
continue to work on best practices and shared experiences around these
questions. The juvenile outreach committee has been at work preparing for
their workshop series coming up next weekend. If you want to attend, you can
email me for the information or reach out to me directly. Last month they had
a literature study and work party to analyze what our AA literature says on the
topic. Anyone who has any experience, strength, and hope around working
with minors is welcome to the committee meetings and events.
Our committee work still goes on and there are some exciting developments
going on that we have made over the last quarter! We had our quarterly and
that went very well and had a few visitors from outside the Area. We had a
chance to talk about what we are doing to adjust, modify our scope and
structure document, and have a chance to debrief for ourselves. Another
important discussion happened around possible web presence: it was decided
to add the new mission statement, a brief history outline, and the link to the
district YP position description to our new area committee page. As we move
forward, we will be discussing more ideas on how to increase our web presence
in coordination with the Area web team who has done an amazing job with our
website. We have an idea of what to do next and will be talking about it more
at our next quarterly. I am particularly excited about rolling out a workbook/kit
for our committee members since there is no GSO equivalent for our position.
Over the years we have collected enough documents to form a full kit with
position duties, background info, FAQ sheet, and literature. If you have any
questions let me know I will be happy to answer questions or just chat if you
want someone to talk to.
We are going virtual for our quarterly on July 25th (zoom info below). I have a
few ideas on how to do this and anyone is welcome to join us as we will have
some interesting topics to discuss such as web presence, revealing the
committee kit and juvenile outreach. I plan on attending more quarterlies as
well and still am yet to go to Grapevine and Archives quarterlies. The Lopsided
Triangle group will continue to meet and address relevant AA topics until
further notice, come join us! I am also available for service and have resources
to offer groups making decisions around virtual and returning meetings. I got
to run my first virtual group inventory which went well with our modified
group inventory questions; if your group would like to try this I can help out.
Again, the support from the people from around the area has been amazing
and feel fortunate to trudge with everyone through this historic era!
With Gratitude,
Will Levine
Area 72 YP Chair
ypchair@area72aa.org
206-678-6077
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Intergroups & Central Service Offices
Greater Seattle Intergroup ................................................. Chair Mike M.
Helo, WWA 72
I am privileged to be serving as the Chair of your Greater Seattle Intergroup
(GSIG), it has been a very busy month. Unless noted otherwise all meetings
were held via Zoom video.
On June 11, we held an Intergroup collaboration meeting for all the Chairs or
employees of local Intergroup or Central offices that included folks from GSIG
(Seattle), Eastside Intergroup (Bellevue), Puget Sound AA (Tacoma), Sno-King
Intergroup (Mountlake Terrace), Snohomish Country Central Office (Everett).
The purpose of the meeting was to collaborate and learn from each of our
experiences. It was very useful and beneficial, and we determined to hold
future meetings on a quarterly basis.
On June 13 we held our Intergroup inventory facilitated by Gail H, and
attended by about 40 members. Many ideas and items were discussed and will
continue to be worked on by GSIG including the overall office location and
amount of space needed for when our current lease ends May 2021. In
addition, improving communication by GSIG to and from the Groups and
how to increase participation.
On June 16 we held our Spring Intergroup Assembly and there were
approximately 80 attendees. The difference between Assemblies held twice per
year and the other 10 monthly Board meetings is that at Assemblies not only
are the GSIG Officers vote and District Representatives eligible to vote but in
addition, at an Assembly each Group may send a representative with full voting
privileges. In addition, one of the significant item we discussed and voted on
was a proposed change to the GSIG Bylaws with respect to the GSIG voting
procedures that was proposed by a group.
“We move that all groups may send an Intergroup Representative
directly to the Board meeting with complete voting privileges at all
Board meetings.”
Because the motion would change the GSIG Bylaws it required at least 2/3
approval of the groups that elected to participate and vote. The motion was
not passed with the final vote being only 56% YES (22 Yes to approve and 17
No to not approve).
Starting July 1, 2020 our GSIG office will be open Wed to Sat from 10am to
2pm and in addition see the website for our virtual office hours. We believe
we are currently following all WA State Covid recommendations and
guidelines.
Finally, our previous office Manager, Dennis E, has stepped down and
provided his resignation effective the end of June. We thank Dennis and wish
him all the best during his next adventure moving to Arizona. At the June
Assembly Lara R was voted in as Interim Office Manager. The Office
Committee is now actively seeking any interested candidates for the GSIG
Office Manager position. Any interested parties should contact Richard I,
GSIG Office Committee Chair officecommittee@seattleaa.org
See the GSIG website for a full job description for the Office Manager. The
Board will review and vote on all candidates presented to the Board by the
Office Committee by the latest the Board meeting that will be held on August
18th.
Yours in service,
Mike M, Chair
Snohomish Co. Central Office..................................... Manager David L.
We had a financial scare early on in COVID crisis. We were not getting many
donations and we had used about half of our prudent reserve. I put out a call
on Facebook pages “Sober Folks” and “Friends of WWA72” and within 3
weeks we had a great reserve and I was able to tell everyone we are out of
danger. We continue to get support us beyond what the district s do. We’re
usually financed by the rent payments from various districts who collect from
groups. This may continue to be a challenge in the future but right now we are
meeting the challenge for at least the rest of this year. Thank you to all of the
Area people who stepped up to help us!
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Puget Sound Central Service Office .................................. Chair Johnette
Experiences from Last Quarter
This has been a great month for the office this past quarter. We have made it
through the initial stages of the COVID crisis. After using the 12 Traditions
and Concepts we have been able to define our roles. Our board members and
staff have stayed healthy. Our office and web administrators have done an
amazing job
keeping our meeting list on our website current and informative. Meetings are
listed with descriptions for open/closed, face to face, Zoom or hybrid and that
has been so helpful to the fellowship. Our office admin and board have also
worked very hard to keep our finances “in the black”. Innovative strategies and
cost cutting measures allow us to continue to support and serve the alcoholic.
Strengths from Last Quarter
Moving forward to serve and support alcoholics; recognizing guidelines for
COVID safety; learning the importance of the group conscience as it
specifically relates to the CSO as a business; the Fellowship is recognizing the
role of the CSO and what the role is not.
We participated in the collaboration meeting of local intergroups hosted by
GSIG. That was very useful.
Hope for the Future
Diligently continue to be safe. The board has been working with cooperation
and focus which has been an added bonus!

Host Committees Reports
April 2020 Quarterly Final (Olympia).......................................... Thomas
· We have been sending out all of the refund checks. If you have not received
one, please let me know. We got the venue deposit back and it was sent to
the Area.
2020 Assembly Host Committee (Lynden) ................................... Randel
· We are still under contract with the fairgrounds. They have not yet told us
that we cannot hold the Assembly there. Whatcom County is still in Phase
2 and it does not look like we will be moving ahead to Phase 4 (the phase
we would need to be in to hold the Assembly) anytime soon.
· We can get a refund on our deposits with a 30 day notice.
· The caterer has all the meals planned and purchase list laid out but is on
hold until we know more.
· Registrations are on hold. If we do not meet face to face we will figure out
how to refund the registrations we have received.
· The volunteer drive is on hold.
· We have had some expenditures to date
printing, travel, etc.
2021 Assembly Host Committee (Lynnwood)..................................... Bill
· We are supposed to be at the Lynnwood Convention Center. The facility
is closed for the rest of the year.
· We won’t have pricing on food until October. We’re trying to work with
the caterer and get it squared away so we can get the flier out for the
Assembly.
· Our secretary stepped down. We are currently looking for a new secretary.
· Everything is in limbo right now.
2022 Assembly Host Committee (Renton) .......................................... Jim
· We’re at the brand-new Hyatt hotel in Renton.
· Rooms are $145 a night which is a great price for the hotel.
· Parking is free after Friday night. Friday is $10.
· The food is expensive but there are cheaper local options available.
· Our host committee is almost entirely eastside DCMs/past DCMs
2023 Assembly Host Committee (Longview) ................................ Wesley
· It has been difficult to form a host committee while social distancing.
· We are getting some push back and lack of interest from the current GSRs
who were not part of the rotation that put in the bid to host.
2024 Assembly Host Committee (Tacoma) ................................. Andrew
· Nothing new to report
· We will be at the Hotel Murano. If you were at the 2018 Assembly and you
liked it then you will like the 2024 Assembly. The hotel’s food is good.
· “Time is on My Side” is our theme.
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July 2020 Quarterly (Bremerton) ................................................ Christine
· We held off on cancelling and the venue ended up cancelling on us so we
got back the full deposit.
· We did not get a lot of registrations and we are refunding the ones we did
get.
· We will put in a bid for 2022.

Elected Trusted Servant Reports
Delegate ........................................................................................ Alan F.
71st GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
The theme for the 2021 General Service Conference is: 2021: A.A. in a Time
of Change
The following will be presentation/discussion topics for the 2020 General
Service Conference:
· Recovery in a Changing World
· Unity in a Changing World
· Service in a changing world
The workshop topics are:
· Inform
Communicate
· Involve
Act
· Inspire
Attract
2020 GENERAL SERVICE CONFERENCE
The 2020 General Service Conference met virtually for four days during the
third week of May. The agenda was significantly reduced to accommodate a
shorter conference. Committees met several times prior to the conference to
prepare and manage workload.
Four zoom based Conference Reports are scheduled for the end of June and
early July. To date, June 12th, I have not received requests for additional zoom
based or in person reports. I remain open and wishful for additional reports as
you need them. Conference Reporting to the fellowship is both a principle born
from our concept of final authority, and a sweet joy.
The Delegate Conference Report will be available on area72aa.org in both print
and video formats.
GENERAL SERVICE OFFICE
· Employees: At the end of 2019, G.S.O. had 93 employees: 46
administrative, supervisory, A.A. staff and exempt professionals and 47
supporting personnel.
· G.S.O. Visitors: In 2019, G.S.O. welcomed more than 3,000 visitors,
including many English and Spanish-speaking groups, ranging in size from
10 to 40.
· Contributions for 2019 were $8,855,697, 5.62% higher than budget and
5.61% higher than 2018. Online contributions for 2019 amounted to
$1,001,083. This compared with $878,333 in 2018, $803,909 in 2017,
$565,885 in 2016, and $434,274 in 2015. The 2019 online contributions
account for 11.30% of our total contributions.
− However, 2019 saw a significant overrun of about $600,000. This is
due to primarily to ongoing cost associated with the ERP migration,
professional service fees, poorly projected literature sales, and some
costs associated with the cancelled International Convention.
· 2020 Covid Financial Impact: Literature sales and contributions took a very
steep dive during covid times. Due to this, GSO drew three million from
the reserve fund. The reserve fun typically holds about 9+ months of
expenses. This draw down takes the reserve fund down to 7.4 months.
· Office: GSO is located on the 11 floor of 475 Riverside Drive New York,
NY. Work continues to expand into the 8th floor of the same building.
· Archives: Archives responded to over 1,450 requests for information and
research in 2019, with over 1,500 new items archived. Projects for 2019
included organizing and scanning records from past A.A.W.S. and General
Service Board activities; performing quality-checks in the entries of the
audio catalog; converting digital recordings of past General Service Board
and General Service Conference meetings to an audio preservation format.
· The G.S.O. website is also in the process of a comprehensive redesign and
is expected to launch in 2020.
A.A. WORLD SERVICES
· The four main functions of A.A.W.S. are: Services, Finance, Publishing and
Archives.
· A.A.W.S.
uses
the
committee
system,
which
includes:
Technology/Communication/Services, Publishing, Finance, Internal
Audit, and Nominating.
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ERP: The implementation of this system has not come without difficulty
and some substantial cost and schedule overruns, yet we are beginning to
see the positive impact it will have on office operations and the services
provided throughout the Fellowship.
Communication Services Department: This new department has taken on
oversight of many of our digital efforts and will serve as an internal agency
supporting G.S.O., A.A.W.S., AA Grapevine and the General Service
Board. Current projects include:
− AA.org
− YouTube
− Google for non-profits
− LinkedIn
− Meeting Guide App
2020 Budget: An initial budget was approved in January, due to the impacts
of Covid19 the 2020 budget is being reevaluated.

PUBLISHING
· Big Book and “Twelve and Twelve” in ASL on DVD: These two volumes were
updated with new translations incorporating current language and signing
most familiar in today’s Deaf Culture and were reviewed prior to
publication by members of A.A. who are Deaf.
· “Young & Sober in A.A.: From Drinking to Recovery”: Created by young
members of A.A., this Conference-approved video was made available as
part of the DVD compilation of young people’s videos (available also on
the aa.org website).
· Audiobooks now available: The Big Book, “Twelve and Twelve” and Living
Sober have been completed as audiobooks in English, French and Spanish.
· International licensing and translation: The Big Book is available in 71 languages,
with 23 languages pending and 16 new translations in progress, along with
5 revisions/retranslations. Twelve Steps and Twelve Traditions is available in 48
languages, with pending translation in Arabic and a revised Czech
translation.
· Corrections and Prison distribution: Digital distribution and staple-free
pamphlet projects are underway.
· New video: “Your General Service Office, the Grapevine and the General
Service Structure” is almost ready for distribution, as is a new video about
regional forums.
A.A. GRAPEVINE AND LA VINA
· Grapevine’s average monthly print circulation was 66,376 in fiscal year
2019 (this is less than budget by 2,763 and less than 2018 by 481).
· Grapevine ended 2019 with net loss of $44,461 against budgeted net loss
of $134,559.
· Total income was $1,927,476 compared to a budget of $2,085,773 due to
lower than budgeted circulation.
· Total expenses of $1,971,937 were $248,395 below budget and $92,125
below 2018.
· La Viña is published by AA Grapevine, Inc., with the shortfall between
revenue and expenses made up by the General Service Board as a service
to the Fellowship.
· La Viña had an average circulation of 10,011 per issue in 2019. Up from
9,635 in 2018.
· 2020 is the 24th anniversary of La Viña.
· Revenue for La Viña in 2019 was $84,087 with expenses at $373,401. The
difference between revenue and expenses for 2019 was $289,314 or
$123,476 more than was budgeted. This was a combination of the
reallocated expenses and the additional costs related to La Viña projects.
· The aagrapevine.org website was redesigned and premiered on January 30,
2020 to better serve the Fellowship and to engage a wider and more diverse
audience. La Viña website pages are in the process of being redesigned.
Month end December 2019 reports indicate that an average of 32,488
unique visitors go to an average of 2.4 pages on the website each month.
· Over 600-plus audio stories have been received for Grapevine and are
being archived, with 170-plus more for La Viña.
· Sixteen audio stories have been published on Grapevine’s YouTube
channel, including artwork contributed by members.
COVID
Covid19 has profoundly impacted our fellowship and our organization. Our
General Service Office has released numerous letters related to how we are
moving through this difficult time, which include information on how groups
have responded, digital 7th tradition, and how we are staying connected while
physically distanced. Please click on “what’s new” at aa.org to see these. We
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are all eager to return to in-person meetings. Personally, I am keeping an eye
on our state websites to watch how the ‘phase in’ steps are being developed.
2020 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION
It appears that some aspects of the International Convention will occur on
Zoom, by the time of this Quarterly will already have started. Please see the
International Convention link at the top of aa.org to stay informed on how we
can participate online. This will be a very interesting international virtual event.
Respectfully submitted,
Alan Foster
Panel 69 Delegate
Alternate Delegate ......................................................................Geene D.
Hello Western Washington Area Family,
I hope all of you have been healthy during this time of COVID. I am grateful
that we are still able to meet via Zoom. Whoever thought we would still be
meeting via Zoom. For me, it took a little bit to get used to Zoom AA
meetings. But lately, I’ve noticed that, yes, virtual meetings take a little extra
effort to make a connection but it can happen.
What I have done this last quarter? I have facilitated a couple mini-GSR
workshops, a DCM roundtable and attended a few ad hoc committee meeting
(Communications and Newsletter). I have also participated in a few national
workshops on AA history.
The DCM round table was really exciting, the topic was the spirit of rotation.
It is an opportunity for those in attendance to ask question because all of us
will be rotating out of our jobs at the end of December.
It is never too soon to start looking for your replacement. With that in mind,
during the last DCM roundtable each of the Appointed and Elected were able
to share a little about their service position and to answer questions about time
commitment and what the responsibilities involve. At the October Assembly
you all will elect a new elected and the incoming Chair will request all those are
interested in serving the Area to send in a service resume. The purpose of the
DCM roundtable this time was to assist those who may be considering making
themselves available to have as much information as possible to make the
decision.
I want to share with you my thoughts about service. If you want to be in
service, then you should do it. It’s ok to want to be involve. AA is a we
program. Service is not a separate part of AA but part of the triangle.
I offer this thought to you, be involved in service but be informed. Learn about
what you are getting into. Ask others for their experience, strength and hope
about whatever service position you are interested in. And yes, you can be of
service! I don’t know if you are like me, but sometimes I hear a tape inside my
head that says I’m not good enough. Someone else should make themselves
available because I am afraid. Thank goodness I have people who remind me
enough. If there is a desire to serve, then there is a way to serve.
I feel like each and every service position I have ever had has been preparing
me for my next service position. Having all the little pieces I have learned along
the way over the last 16 years
doing general service has made me want to
learn more and serve more. I wished I had known what a profoundly spiritual
journey this rotation was going to be for me. There have been many times that
service is the spiritual glue that holds me together. I look forward to October
to see who will make themselves available.
I want to share with you about a recently I had a discussion with a GSR that
has really stuck with me. While, not phrased exactly like this the question was.
What exactly do we do with the area inventory once it occurs in January (odd
years)? I had to ponder this question for a bit to answer it. For myself, when I
was DCM and the district did an inventory, we would discuss a couple of the
items that came up on the inventory at each business meeting and decide
whether to take action or not. In doing so there was a purposeful action of
revisiting the items that came up in a regular business meeting.
At the area we do it differently. After being ask the question about what we do
with the inventory I referred back to the notes. What I realized is while it may
not be as obvious as bringing the literal question back for discussion at the
Quarterlies, we have circled back to some of the items that had been brought
up on the inventory. For example, I see ad hoc committee’s working on the
communication, another committee exploring options for the newsletter, DCM
round tables that encourage continued participating in AA service. I know
there is more we can do. I think this might be something we want to look at
in the future.
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Things coming up:
· July 25, 9am - 11am, DCM Round table: topic will be around reopening
meetings during COVID. The purpose of the roundtable is for the DCMs
(or anyone who wants to attend) to share their experience, strength and
hope around the topic or any other topic that the DCMs want to talk about.
· August -Pre-Assemblies: I’m excited to see that the Preassemblies will on
zoom. Attend as many as you want!
· Virtual GSR School, August 22nd @ 10am: Flyer and zoom log in to
come.
· Communication Ad hoc committees will be asking for your help over the
next couple of months to reach out to your districts, to take surveys and
participate in focus groups.
This is the perfect time if you are having AA District meetings via zoom to
invite me. As much as I want to come in person, appearing via Zoom is easy
and fun. I look forward to hearing from you… or your home group. Please
send me an invite!
You, Western Washington Area 72, each and every one of you amaze and
inspire me. Because of you allowing me to serve you as your Alt. Delegate, I
have been gifted one spiritual experience after another.
Thank you for how much richer my life is because of service to you. I have a
treasure trove of memories and for that I will always be grateful. I discovered
that the Love of AA, the we, and it has changed my world forever.
Continue to be kind and practice love and tolerance with each other. We need
each other.
As always, I am here to serve you. Let me know what I can do for you or your
group or your district.
Yours in Joyous Service,
Geene D
Panel 69, Alt. Delegate
Western Washington Area 72
Chair ........................................................................................ Heather C.
Things have really started to pick up. The Quarterlies don’t just magically
happen. So, thanks to all the DCMs, ad hoc committees, and Appointeds who
were giving me discussion topic ideas and working with me on that.
I have been invited out to districts to help with some elections, inventories, and
just talking about different service related topics. I love coming out to your
district meetings or groups so just let me know and I would be happy to come
and join you.
I want to give a special thanks to all you DCMs! It only took a little prodding
and all of you got your pre-assemblies scheduled and fliers created before the
Quarterly. That has never happened during my dozen years of service. All the
fliers and schedules should be up on the Area website so let’s have great turn
out! They are all via Zoom which makes it easier and you can go to any one you
want though we do have them designated by region.
Nothing has yet been decided about whether the October Assembly will be
virtual. Just know that Eddy, Mary, myself, Karla, Lupita, and the Electeds are
all preparing for both scenarios so we can be best prepared for this event
regardless of the format.
Being Chair has been the most rewarding service position I have held. It is not
without its challenges but nothing worth having is easy. These last three months
being your Chair has been the only thing getting me out of bed in the morning.
Knowing that I had an Area to take care of me gave me the strength and
courage to put one foot in front of the other to get back to the space where I
could be a good me again. Thank you for saving me, I am truly grateful for this
opportunity to give back to Alcoholics Anonymous and to you.
If anyone is interested in making themselves available for Area Chair, let me
know and we can have a chat. There’s what is in the Handbook and then there
is what the Chair actually does and I am happy to have a frank conversation
about what it has looked like for me.
Alternate Chair .......................................................................... Crystal S.
Hello Area 72.
I cannot believe this is our last quarterly of the rotation. This year has been
nothing like I planned! As such, I don’t have a lot to report as the events I help
coordinate have been canceled. I do want to acknowledge and thank the host
committees. It is not easy when you are not sure whether an event will be
happening or not. If you have any questions about refunds for April or July Q,
please reach out to me.
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However, the Assembly is held, we will be having Friday panels. Half of the
DCMs got topics at the last Assembly and the other half will get them for this
Assembly. I am in the process of doing that now and I will be contacting you
with your assignment. When you get the email, I really need you to respond to
it so that I know you got it and that you are ready to go. If you have questions
about your topic, please do not hesitate to ask me.
Because of holidays, all of next year’s Quarterlies will occur on the second
weekend of the month instead of the first. Please make sure that incoming
GSRs and DCMs know this. The January Quarterly will be in Sequim, April in
Mountlake Terrace and July in the Kent area.
Please start talking about 2022 Quarterly bids before your rotation ends. We
will be taking bids at the April 2021 Quarterly and for the new rotation it is
such a short time between the January Quarterly and April to get everything in
order and ready to present.
As you transition out, please write down your job description for the next
rotation. Telling them about it is not enough. Make a calendar of events for
them. Give them something in writing that they can refer to.
Not everyone, every group, or every district is transitioning to our new way of
doing things as easily as some others. If you have problems, concerns, questions
then reach out to us. That is why we are here, to help.
As you know, we will be holding elections in October. If you are interested in
making yourself available for Alt. Chair, please reach out to me. I would love
to tell you all about serving Area 72 in this position.
If there is anything I can do to help, please feel free to reach out!
2532783462
altchair@area72aa.org
Treasurer ......................................................... Frank M. and Courtney S.
· Courtney and I facilitated a treasurer’s roundtable workshop on Zoom.
· This last quarter, for the first time, I have received actual cash contributions
in the mail!
Q2 2020 FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
· Contributions were significantly impacted once Stay-At-Home restrictions
were in full force. Normal average monthly contributions are $12K, since
March the average monthly contributions are $7K
· Expenses have been drastically reduced since the Stay-At-Home
restrictions were implemented. Normal average monthly expenses are $9K,
since March the average monthly expenses are $4K
· Area will cover residual expenses resulting from cancellations.
· Significant increase in electronic contributions. 300% increase in monthly
electronic contributions.
WESTERN WASHINGTON AREA 72 Q1 2020
Actual

Budget

Variance

% Change

Contributions
Contributions
Area Event Execss Funds
Service Materials
Total Income

38,048.17

38,200.00

-151.83

1,202.10

0.00

1,202.10

157.00

0.00

$ 39,407.27 $ 38,200.00

-0.40%

157.00
$

1,207.27

3.16%
-12.52%

Expenses
General Operating Expenses

13,848.17

15,830.69

-1,982.52

Assembly Travel

232.30

0.00

232.30

Quarterly Travel

3,157.73

3,125.00

32.73

1.05%

Delegate Travel

5,594.15

4,550.00

1,044.15

22.95%

Other Travel

902.44

2,175.00

-1,272.56

-58.51%

Standing Committees

847.95

2,804.04

-1,956.09

-69.76%

Steering Committees

5,783.89

5,668.06

115.83

2.04%

42.63

90.00

-47.37

-52.63%

3,833.53

-11.20%

On-line Transaction Fees
Total Expenses

Contined on next page.

$ 30,409.26 $ 34,242.79

-$
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ASSETS AND LIABILIITES
June 30, 2020

Total

ASSETS
1000 Area Checking Account
Total Bank Accounts

41,467.27
$

41,467.27

Other Current Assets
1300 Assem bly Seed Money (18.4)
2019 Assem bly Seed Money

0.00

2020 Assem bly Seed Money

1,500.00

2021 Assem bly Seed Money

5,000.00

2022 Assem bly Seed Money

2,000.00

2023 Assem bly Seed Money

3,000.00

2024 Assem bly Seed Money

7,000.00

Total 1300 Assem bly Seed Money (18.4)

$

18,500.00

1400 Quarterly Seed Money (18.4)

1,925.00

1450 OSD Seed Money

7,440.00

1500 Deposits

1,334.03

TOTAL ASSETS

$

70,666.30

LIABILITIES
2000 Foro Local Excess Funds

773.25

2100 OSD3 Pre-Sale Fund
TOTAL LIABILITIES

7,470.00
$

8,243.25
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Alternate Treasurer................................................................. Courtney S.
· Frank and I have a lot of fun working together. Alt Treasurer and Treasurer
may seem like just doing the books and some accounting but it’s actually a
great time in the “process”. If you are interested in the job, please talk to
Frank and me about our roles.
· For those new to the Quarterly process, Alt Treasurer handles accounts
payable and the Treasurer deals with the incoming money. That is how we
do checks and balances in our Area. We each have access to the accounts
and each other’s processes so that we have accountability to the Area and
to each other.
· Expenses:
− Row 6000 has $0 budgeted but there is $350 actual expenses. This
refers to the cost of rental space at GSIG for us to put on Quarterlies
via Zoom. You will see below in rows 6200 for Quarterly Travel that
the actuals are $0. These expense will continue to go up as we continue
with Zoom.
− Row 6010 for Archives rent actual is $1469.31 over budget because we
pay rent a month in advance.
− Row 6050 is $97 that we didn’t budget because we added a couple of
venues to our Area insurance policy this year.
− Row 6095 for software, web, tech is over budget because of the
addition to the Zoom accounts and various accounts we use to host
functions like this. Anticipate seeing costs going up there as we
approach the Assembly. But again, if you look at the total operating
expenses we are under budget almost $7000.
− We have no expenses for Assembly meals, or registration. We will
discuss the 2020 Assembly more later but anticipate that those costs
will remain low.
− As far as Quarterly travel, we have a lot of money there because there
has been less travel.
− Row 6350 Delegate travel to PRAASA was a little over budget because
of an extra night of hotel room.
− Under 6400 Other Travel expenses were under budget because
conferences were cancelled.
− Under 6500 Standing Committees were under budget. Most
committees have had restrictions being able to do some of their service
work because they can’t go in to facilities right now. Corrections is very
under budget because they cannot deliver books to jails/prisons.
− Row 6605 Archives Steering Committee has been doing some great
work at the repository and using their budget but on track as is the
Language Steering Committee row 6610.
− Online transactions fees have to do with online contributions and
because we have had more online contributions, we have had ore fees.
CONTRIBUTIONS
To make an online contribution, go to: www.area72aa.org “contribute” or
make checks to: Western Washington Area of A.A. and include the group
name, group number, and district on the check.
Western Washington Area 72
1225 Sunset Drive Suite 145-745
Bellingham, WA 98226
REPORTS
Financial reports, including quarterly contribution reports with district and
group contribution details, can be found on the area website at
https://area72aa.org/area-financial-reports/ .
THANK YOU! To all the individual members, groups, and districts that
support Area 72 with their 7th tradition contributions.
Please feel free to contact the Area Treasurer at treasurer@area72aa.org
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QUESTIONS
· Do the graphs that show comparisons to 2019 compare to the year 2019
or to the corresponding quarter from 2019?
− All the graphs and numbers we show compare to a corresponding
period from the previous year, not the entire year.
· In line 6320 General Service Conference there is over $400 there. Did we
contribute to the Conference like we normally do even though Alan didn’t
go to New York because the Conference was via Zoom?
− Yes, we did still contribute as an Area and that was determined because
they did still have costs associated with hosting the Conference.
· I would like to hear about line 6060 Printing where we have saved
thousands of dollars and also the line below 6085 Tax, Accounting, and
Professional Fees where we have saved a lot.
− We have not been printing hard copies because we have not been
meeting in person. This is a good test for how we could be doing things
electronically. Save a tree but make sure that those who cannot get
materials electronically are still getting the materials.
− As far as line 6085, we have not yet filed our 2019 taxes because there
was an extension this year. That expense should be shored up by the
Assembly.
· In the Assets and Liabilities, from assets line 1450 OSD Seed Money is
$7440 and from liabilities line 2100 OSD3 Pre-Sale Fund $7470. What
accounts for the $30 difference?
− What that means is that we received that $30 into the Area PO Box
and it got deposited in to the Area’s account and it has not yet been
transferred into the OSD III checking account. Once it has been
moved over the numbers will match at $7470.
· Is there a recurring contributions option for the 7th Tradition on the
website?
− Eddy will explore whether our current plug-in will allow recurring
payments.
· Approval of Treasurer’s Report: Moved by District 44, 2nd by District
46, Unanimously Approved
Finance Committee ................................................................ Courtney S.
As part of my role as Alt Treasurer I chair the Finance Committee. Frank is
also on that committee along with some additional DCMs. What the Finance
Committee does is work together reviewing the way we are functioning
financially as an Area, the software that we use, and we also take care of the
variable budget. The variable budget is money the Area sets aside each year to
deal with special requests and one off purchases that need to be made. The
Finance Committee votes or takes a group conscience to approve/disapprove
those requests. For example, we just had a one off request to add a Spanish
translation tool to our Area website. So we got together as a group and
approved that.
This last quarter, we had our Finance Committee inventory. We generally do
this once a rotation. We go over a set of questions that ask: How well are we
serving the Area? How can we improve moving forward? How can we reach
out to the still suffering alcoholic as a finance committee? Keith, a Past
Delegate, facilitated the inventory and we had a great discussion.
During our rotation, we created an FAQ around the “electronic basket”. It can
be found on the Area website under the document and forms section. It’s a
resource for groups and districts interested in implementing that or if they have
questions regarding the various platforms. You do need to log in to the Area
website to view that.
Money is challenging for groups, members, and districts right now. I just
wanted to remind everyone that self-supporting is not just the contributions in
the basket. It’s more than just money. It can mean being of service. If you have
special skills, contributing that way. And as we re-open, how can groups and
districts support each other? Some groups may no longer have enough money
to pay rent. If other groups know of cheaper rent elsewhere, they can help by
sharing information.
QUESTIONS
· Are you and Frank voting members of the Finance Committee?
− Yes
· Can you give some examples of discretionary spending?
− Some examples of spending from the discretionary fund that the
finance committee oversees would be the purchase of the translation
tool that makes it possible for the website to be translated into Spanish
and a small portable sound system that the delegate, for example, can

−
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take to a delegate’s report or smaller function without requiring the
entire Area sound system to go (which is a cost savings for the Area).
Elected Officers have an unallocated expense fund (line 6040) annually
that they can use towards any form of service. A couple of examples
this year would be travel to PRAASA. To be able to show up and serve
on roundtables and panels with other Areas and represent WWA72’s
perspective as well as getting ideas from other Areas to better serve
here.

Ad Hoc/Steering Committee Reports & Old Business
Area Newsletter ......................................................... Ad Hoc Committee
Looking at how to best serve the Area via the Newsletter
content/format/frequency. Discussion, Suggestions? Solutions?
The newsletter ad hoc committee was formed after the January 2020 quarterly,
and was composed of several members. Bridget S. Dist. 11 GSR & CPC/PI
Chair, Don N. Area Archives Chair, John B. DCM Dist. 16, Michele Alt DCM District
46, Greene D. Area Alt. Delegate, Will L. Area YP Chair, Astri T. Past Delegate Panel
63, Brendan D. Area Newsletter Editor and myself Tom F. Area Public Information
Chair.
The purpose of our committee was to find recommendations for consideration
for the Content, Format, Frequency of the Newsletter, and any other issues
that would be brought forth during our meeting discussions and findings.
· Make the Newsletter more eye catching.
· People do not seem to like the current newspaper print format of the
Newsletter. And the committee suggested an 8.5”x11” format with heavier
paper (11”x17” folded in half like a magazine)
· Reports and articles are sent in many different formats and that can be
difficult for the editor to get ready for the printer.
· The editor needs helpers to delegate work to.
· Reports not being turned in and the reports that were turned in were not
very interesting.
− The committee did feel that it was still important to include reports
from: Elected Officers, Standing Committee Chairs, DCM’s/Districts
(Including district event announcements), Intergroups, and General
Service event chairs
· Have an Area happenings section: campouts, picnics, gratitude banquets
etc.
· Implement Special Section: “Coffee Corner”, History, Past Delegate
Wisdom, OSD III Story, Hispanic Reports/Stories.
· Continue with both the web version and the printed version.
· The software used to create to newsletter layout is difficult to work with
and the committee recommends switching to the free software Scribus. It
is easy to use and many other Areas are using it.
· We recommend a Newsletter orientation at the DCM training at January
Quarterly of new rotation. To help DCMs know how to write and submit
a Newsletter article/report.
· We got pricing from 3 different printing companies: Print Solutions
appears to offer more options and the lowest cost. We recommend the
Newsletter editor consider using Print Solutions.
DISCUSSION
· In the past, the Area has discussed an opt out for the print version. What
happened with that?
− The committee discussed that and decided it was not a good option
because an incoming GSR may not be aware that the last GSR had
opted out of the print version.
· Are these changes the Newsletter Editor can make without the approval of
the Area?
− Yes
· The reports get long and boring. It’s better when they get to the point
quickly and stick to the point.
· What was the feedback on the content? Do we want reports or more
personal insights or special topics?
− A combination of both. Reports but also little things to catch people’s
interest.
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Area Communications Practices ............................... Ad Hoc Committee
Auditing our communication practices using the GSO Communications Audit
as a guideline. Discussion, Suggestions? Solutions
The Area Communications Practices Ad Hoc Committee is composed of: Keith Past
Delegate Panel 61, David L. Manager of the SnoCo Central Office, John DCM 16, Geene
Alt Delegate, Paulette CPC Chair D27, Bill W. DCM 12, Linda Area Treatment Chair,
and Meghan K. DCM 44
We have met twice on ZOOM since the April Quarterly, the rest of our work
continues via email & telephone.
We started out with a paper survey and in person focus groups to be conducted
throughout the Area. As a result of Covid-19 we, with the help of Eddy our
area web servant (THANKS EDDY!), converted the survey into an online
active poll. With the update of the website translating content, we are able to
provide the same survey in Spanish.
Focus groups will be conducted via Zoom and the external portion of the
survey will be conducted by phone and by email.
We would like as many individual members as possible to participate in the
survey. Here is the link: https://area72aa.org/western-washington-area-72communications-audit/
DISCUSSION
· How many people have taken the survey?
− Last week it was 167. There are several thousand members in WWA72.
I will be doing updates on numbers and will send it out at the end of
the month or the middle of next month as we get closer to the deadline.
· When is the end date for the survey?
− Sometime in mid-September. I will let you know the exact date as it
gets closer.
· Can we get a tab on the Area 72 Website for the survey to make it easier?
− The survey has been sent out to the Area via email and posted on the
website, the WWA72 Facebook page and in many other places. It
would be nice if we could get a tab.
− Eddy was able create a tab during the Quarterly!
· How long ago was the survey link sent out via email?
− June17th.
· How is this survey different from past surveys on communication?
− We have included all members in this survey. This survey focuses on
where a person’s center of participation is and how well they are
receiving communication there.
· Please stress to members that they need to register on the Area Website to
get into it and to take the survey. This is not stressed enough, and people
are not doing it and missing out.
If you have questions or would like a hard copy of the survey please contact
dcm12@area72aa.org.
Area Language Steering Committee Report & Discussion Topic
How can we improve spiritual parity between the different language
communities within our area?
Committee Members: Karen O-Area 72 Accessibility Chair, Meghan K.-DCM
District 44, Jennifer-Alt DCM District 35, Gail H.-Past Delegate, Lupita YMArea 72 Language Chair
Mission of Language Steering Committee:
The purpose of the Language Steering committee is to gather information,
provide assistance and guidance to groups, districts and the Area in regards to
complications stemming from language barriers.
The Language Steering committee aims to increase inclusion and unity within
the Area by raising awareness and sharing solutions to eliminate or limit
language hurdles to increase participation from Non-English-speaking groups,
districts and their representatives.
Function of Language Steering Committee
For those who may be unsure, the Language Steering Committee manages and
coordinates all language translation and interpretation needs for the Area
Committee. Per the Area handbook, the composition of the Language Steering
Committee is: Appointed Area Language Chair, ASL interpreter coordinator,
Spanish interpreter coordinator, ASL calendar coordinator and the
Accessibility Chair. A couple of those positions aren’t currently filled and since
they are primarily task oriented, I have expanded the member composition to
include current members of the Area committee to serve as more of a genuine
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steering committee, or advisory board, rather than a group of people just
completing monthly tasks.
Update from Mission of Language Steering Committee:
So far this rotation, the Language Steering Committee has discussed ways to
encourage participation in both English and Spanish language events. This
discussion initially came from the January 2020 Quarterly where the discussion
about using the Area interpretation/sound equipment arose. As a group, we
decided on some guidance and a process to lend out the Area equipment to be
used for language interpretation and events other than Area business events. I
have done an inventory of all our equipment for lending.
While I was at PRAASA, I was fascinated by the sound proof translation booth
they had there. I talked with them and discovered that we only needed one
more cord to do this ourselves. We went ahead and bought the cord and then
COVID happened and we did not need a sound booth. I will be sure to pass
along all of the information I gathered on this to the next Language
Coordinator.
In addition to the use of the hardware that can be used for interpretation, the
LSC also discussed the future potential impacts of motion 17.3 (which created
the position of Language Chair and Language Steering Committee). These
impacts have not been realized yet, but the current motion only provides
interpretation into Spanish and ASL for a member of the Area Committee, and
for select events. After much discussion with the Language Steering Committee
and personal discussions current and past Treasurers and Alternate Treasurers
as well as other elected servants, it was clear that there is not a need for a change
in the motion yet. This was a great opportunity for the Language Steering
Committee to discuss how we might address a future request in a language
other than Spanish or ASL.
This line of discussion served as a catalyst to connect with Courtney, our Area
Alternate Treasurer and dive deeply into the Language Committee budget to
see how efficiently we are using the money we had budgeted for us. It’s also a
reminder that the budget is not guaranteed and that we rely on group and
member contributions to continue to do this valuable work. With some
information from Courtney, I was able to put together a spreadsheet of annual
expenses and budget to plan for future expenses and to help the next Language
Chair if there need to be decisions made based on projected expenses and when
they will come through.
I would like to extend a very personal thank you to the Language Steering
Committee members, as well as those who have shown up and participated in
the LSC meetings. I would also like to thank those members who have had late
night arguments discussions with me about how to best serve the alcoholic and
who remind me not to take myself too seriously, and who continually tell me I
don’t have to have it all figured out yet, that when a need presents itself, a
solution will present itself as well. 😊😊
What are your groups doing when there is a foreign language request? Does
your group know if there are any other language groups in your district? Who
do you reach out to when there is a foreign language request? What are you
guys doing and what more can we do to really be a bilingual Area? Our bilingual
PowerPoint today is a good example of us and us instead of us and them.
Consider this a personal challenge, by the Assembly do one more thing to
include a non-English speaking person or group.
DISCUSSION
· Now that you are going to loan out the translation equipment, will you
have training workshops?
− I will certainly explain and show how to use it to whomever is
borrowing the equipment and have step by step directions included. It
is not too difficult to use. I had not thought of holding workshops.
· As someone who is hard of hearing, I was very excited to hear about the
sound booth idea. I often happen to be seated near the translators and it
can be very distracting.
· Did you find any hearing assistance equipment when you inventoried?
− Yes, I found headsets.
· There is a need for other languages. We are looking for a Russian speaking
member to help someone coming out of treatment. We do have a Russian
speaking group in Vancouver and there will be more Russian soon.
− It would be nice to have a resource to find other language speakers.
We are working toward this.
· The Spanish community is very grateful for all of the effort Lupita and the
Area have put into making information available in Spanish. I would like
more Spanish speaking GSRs to come to Quarterlies, but we are not always
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very tech savvy and have trouble being motivated. But we are learning and
are trying in the future to be more connected.
We have a GSR in D9 that is deaf. She inquired about a device that links
up to her Bluetooth on her hearing aids so she can hear a little bit. Any
word on that? The committee has really accommodated her at Assemblies
and Quarterlies by making sure she has a front row seat so she can read
lips, but that device would really help.
− Thanks, this is the first I am hearing about this. I will get together with
the Area Sound Operator and this GSR to see what the appropriate
solution is.
Spiritual parity also includes English speakers participating in Spanish
speaking events. We ask them to come to our events and we also need to
participate in their events. We are one Area and we want to participate as
much as possible.
We can go to meetings where other languages are spoken. Just being there
and letting the language of the heart create a trust that is unachievable any
other way. How can we get started in reaching out to communities made
remote by language barriers? In Arizona, the Area PI Committee worked
with Navajo leaders to reach out to native speakers by translating the AA
Preamble and 12 Steps into Navajo for public service announcements to
let them know that meetings were available. We have Spanish communities
and Native American communities that we could reach out to through their
radio stations with similar public service announcements.
We have several Native languages in our Area. None of them can
communicate with each other. It is not feasible at this time.
I don’t know the answer. I know that some Areas do not pay for
interpretation and use volunteers exclusively and that we spend up to
$30,000 in a year for interpretation. I don’t know the answer, but we need
to talk about this. I have a question for Alan or one of the Past Delegates.
The Conference in New York is in English, French, and Spanish, not any
other languages. Why does the Conference not translate into Russian? How
do they make the determination?
− Right now, it’s determined by the language spoken by Delegates. At
this last Conference a lot of it was not in Spanish because there was
not a Spanish speaking Delegate, but it was in English and French. Last
year we did have all three languages because we had Delegates who
spoke French and Spanish as well as English. Historically, that has
been what has been requested and the Conference has evolved in to
being trilingual in that way. If there was a Russian speaking Delegate
at some point, then that bridge would be crossed. I believe that if that
were to happen, Russian would be supported at the Conference.

Our Stories Disclose III ........................................... OSD III Committee
Presales, funding, and publishing.
Committee Members: Denis F. Past Delegate, Adina, Maryland N. Area Archivist, Don
N. Area Archives Chair, Tari B. Area CPC Chair, Alan F. Area Delegate, Jim F.,
Karla L. Area Secretary, Rob, Courtney S. Area Alt Treasurer, Phil, and Carol H.
First off, I want to thank everyone for your support. Your responses to our
poll and the additional pre-sales during the pandemic are testament to the
resilient nature of Area 72. We have 870 pre-sales, for a total of just over
$12,000. That number is different from what was reported on the OSD III
account in the Treasurer’s report because some of the pre-sales have come
directly to the OSD III account and due to COVID, we have not had the
opportunity to get together and reconcile accounting. It will be straightened
out.
Due to the poll responses, we will be looking at getting quotes for a smaller
number of books than the original 3,000 that we had projected. We are also
looking at other options, including making a request to the Finance Committee
in the event there is a shortfall between collected pre-sale dollars and the cost
of publication.
Our editors are busily working on the stories, to make them sound as if they
are coming from one voice. The next step will be formatting and layout...we
are making great progress!
We are looking for volunteers to edit and translate stories from Spanish to
English! We did have volunteers but due to COVID they have had to step
down because they are essential workers. Volunteers need to be able to edit the
stories in Spanish and translate to English in a manner that makes sense, not
just straight translation.
We are writing an afterward for the book that delves into the challenges of
producing a history book during a pandemic. The Archives committee will be
putting together a survey asking groups how they responded to the COVID
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and what were the challenges faced. This will be helpful for the next edition of
Our Stories Disclose.
Please visit the Area website, area72aa.org and click on the Our Stories
Disclose tab to order your box set for just $15.00, since we can't come out to
you right now.
As always, please feel free to call me with any questions! Carol H. Our
Stories Disclose Chair (360) 609-1815
DISCUSSION
· Why are you editing the stories to have one voice? Groups want their
individual voices heard. Are you re-writing the stories?
− The “one voice” comment was meant for the history that is carried
over from OSD II, for instance, the Area Assemblies.
− The only editing for the group stories will be for grammar and clarity.
− We have 409 stories collected now. They have all been read and most
need hardly any editing. There are a few that do things like change verb
tenses in a paragraph and these are the kind of edits that we make to
correct and smooth things out.
− We are using the same editor, Denis Foster, who edited OSD I and
OSD II. We are on the same path that we have been on since the mid
80’s and this book is not a departure from how we have done it in
the past.
· Do the Spanish translation volunteers you are looking for need to be AA
members?
− Yes, that AA members would be the best. They need to be fluent in
English and Spanish.
· We have 870 presales or $12,000. What is the drop-dead number for books
to proceed?
− We had originally hoped to sell 1500 books through presales allowing
us to publish 3000. We are now looking to publish 1500-2000 books.
If there is a shortfall, it would be minor, and we could ask the finance
committee to make up the difference.

Special Discussion & New Business
1. August preassemblies, October Area Assembly & bid(s) for 2025
Area Assembly
· Pre-Assemblies: All of the pre-assemblies are on Zoom. Heather sent out
an email with fliers and meeting ID numbers for all of them. Get the word
out to GSRs! The more GSRs who attend pre-assemblies, the better the
Assembly will go.
· Assembly: We will let you know by the end of July if the Assembly will be
in-person or on Zoom.
· Current results of the Assembly questionnaire on the Area website were
displayed and showed a definite preference for Zoom.
· Either way, we will have to follow the Governor’s mandate if it comes to
that.
· If we do meet for the Assembly via Zoom, we will have a housekeeping
motion to vote using the 3rd Legacy procedure via Zoom polls rather than
paper ballots.
· 2025 Bids: A lot of venues are not open now because of COVID and it is
difficult to communicate with them. Should we pause on making 2025
bids? As an Area we might like doing some of our business via Zoom.
Maybe we should hold off on signing contracts for now. What do you
think?
DISCUSSION
· Pause
we don’t even know if the current venues will open back up.
Some may go out of business.
· Pause
but we need to be aware of time frames and give ourselves
enough time if we do want to reserve a venue.
· Pause
online format works well, is fiscally responsible, and can reach
more people.
· Pause
for these events it is important to know pretty much how
many people will be coming when you reserve the venue. If we get fewer
people and have to guess, it makes it much more difficult.
· Pause
the 5 year out time frame is a requirement of the venues. We
can actually put together a business meeting in a few months.

 A poll was taken and 97% of those polled wanted to pause.
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2. COVID-19/Coronavirus what are we as an Area, Districts &
Groups doing to support alcoholics in our communities? What more
can we be doing?
DISCUSSION
· A lot of groups have Zoom meetings but do not share their info/password
with other groups or the district. This is disturbing as it does not reach out
to the newcomer who does not have access to the password. Our meeting
has a waiting room and everyone is welcome in unless they abuse the
meeting.
· We online group meetings that attract newcomers and we don’t let them
leave without having contact with someone.
· Some groups are opening up. I like Heather’s quote, “You can be in trouble
with the government or you can have alcoholics mad at you. I know which
one I prefer.” As we move forward, as trusted servants and leaders we need
to ask, “What is our responsibility to keep AA safe?” When groups are
opening up in a careless fashion is that part of their autonomy or does that
affect other groups and/or AA as a whole? I would like some feedback on
this.
· We have been able to get all of the Zoom meetings up and posted. AA is
a cross section of people and we have a lot of people who refuse to stop
meeting face to face and who refuse to wear face masks. As a DCM, it is
frustrating for me, but I am not the police. Thankfully, those meetings are
staying very small. As we are opening up some group are keeping their
Zoom meeting too not as a hybrid but a concurrent smaller meeting. We
have some meetings that never went to Zoom and have pretty much
disbanded. Our district meeting attendance has dropped off because of
this. Because the groups are not meeting, the GSRs feel that they don’t
have a job.
· We are in process of creating a technology committee. We are looking into
QR codes (similar to bar codes), how to do a hybrid meeting and be a
resource for that, how to have a schedule that can accommodate online
and in person meetings and stay current as we reopen. We’re still in process
but to it’s a place where we can discuss, gather information, and have some
group conscience around all of the sudden changes in technology.
· Our veterans group went to Zoom, and we started getting military people
from all over the country. We have slowly started reopening with a hybrid
format (Zoom and in person) and we still can have someone on the east
coast in our meeting! We have one group that is exclusively online, and
they have expressed that even after COVID they will continue online. Our
district now has a GSR from that group.
· Basically, we run on fear. When our group started out on Zoom, people
could only get the meeting info from the meeting secretary, then we
allowed members to share the Zoom info, and now we are willing to post
it on the Area 72 website and at intergroup. We heard all of the awful
stories about Zoom bombers and we got scared and tried to limit
attendance and now we’re trying to reverse it. When you are part of a
group, you do what the group wants to do.
· Some people think they can just use their key to open up and have a
meeting.
· Our group greeters became our Zoom group “troll patrol” to kick off
Zoom bombers.
· At our district we had an hour-long sharing session about reopening using
the Traditions, guidelines from the CDC, and information from different
Areas.
· Meeting IDs and passwords are on our district website and that is helpful
for reaching alcoholics.
· Some meetings opening up. One meeting is outside and that’s ok because
they can socially distance. Most churches are not allowing us to meet. I
don’t want to see the headline COVID OUTBREAK AT AA MEETING
· We have had higher attendance at our district meeting since going virtual.
Many of our meetings have attendees from other cities including a lot of
newcomers. We get newcomer info and send them a Big Book. There is a
small meeting at Volunteer Park.
· Create a group email list so you can have a “password checker” service
position and also sign attendance slips.
· Will YP Chair: We created a group based out of the Pacific Region running
regular workshop panels and creating helpful documents and guidelines for
reopening, virtual, and hybrid meeting formats. I ran a virtual group
inventory with the new modified questions. One of the biggest things is
how to get newcomers involved in a virtual format, creating new service
positions (like troll patrol). I will send out the inventory sheets.
· Are you all seeing contract tracing? I don’t see it being done with the
meetings that are opening up in my district despite CDC guidelines.
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I was able to connect an old timer with 62 years in a retirement home with
an online meeting.
Most incoming calls are for Zoom passwords.
This pandemic has forced AA to soften its views on anonymity on video.
This is an opportunity to talk and grow with new technology in AA.
We have not had a drop off in service. People are stepping up to be GSR.
Our treatment meeting has been able resume using Zoom and we are able
to provide a phone list until Bridging the Gap can resume.
We are doing a gradual reopening. Our landlord has protocols we must
follow that include contact tracing list held by group, 7th Tradition collected
in one spot, social distancing, face masks, no coffee, no passing literature.
Contact tracing does not ask for group affiliation so is anonymous as far
as AA is concerned.
It is important to stay in touch with the people who have dropped off since
meetings have gone virtual.
NYC intergroup has a website with excellent reopening guidance.
Some landlords want comprehensive liability insurance because of
COVID.
Our group took a group conscience on reopening: up number of greeters
one doing no contact temperature readings, one doing contact tracing,
one to supply a face mask for those who show up without one. We have
assigned members to ask people who have removed masks to put them
back on and if they refuse, they will be escorted out. Our church purchased
a large screen TV and we can use it for hybrid meetings as well as UV lights
to help with cleaning. We will not have coffee. We decided on a phase
when we will open up and measured the church to make sure we can have
people seated 6’ apart. We will only be able to have 13 people at a time in
the building.
People wanting to volunteer are struggling to get the ID numbers for the
standing committee meetings.
GSRs are have a lot of questions about Zoom and reopening. It would be
great if we DCMs could communicate more outside of Quarterlies. Meet
regularly to tell each other what has worked and what not.
Outdoor meetings can become problematic because of Traditions 2 and 3.
Attracting random, not necessarily healthy, people and not having any way
to prevent trouble.
What are our communication plans? What is the endgame if we have a sick
person attend, does the meeting close again? Go back to Zoom? Who
keeps the newcomer informed of the changing parameters?
Keeping the Area and intergroups updated on the status of meetings is
incredibly important. We get so many questions about whether a meeting
is happening or asking for a password. We don’t want the sick alcoholic
going to a meeting that is not happening or to which they cannot get in.

 Much of this will be discussed more at the DCM roundtable on July 25th.
3. How can Area 72 incorporate online only meetings, those without a
physical address, and provide homegroup members of online only
meetings a voice in the AA Service Structure while supporting and
ensuring that online only meetings are able to carry out our primary
purpose?
Hi everyone. My name is Lisa and I serve as the Alt DCM for District 17.
The issue we are concerned with is that there are over 50 new online only
meetings in Area 72, created during the pandemic, and online only
meetings are not currently able to participate in the General Service
Structure.
Physical meetings can send a GSR to their local district meeting; online only
meetings are not attached to any district. They have no physical meeting placement that aligns
them into a District. Therefore, it is not possible, currently, for online-only meetings to have a
GSR, and thus these meetings cannot participate in the General Service Structure.
We would like to think about how to include online-only meetings in the
General Service Structure.
Online meetings include the elderly, the permanently ill, or otherwise remote
members who are unable to maintain a physical homegroup. They carry the
message, include sponsorship, and can function as a real homegroup. They are
here to stay. But, again, there is not an avenue for them to have a GSR.
We all have a voice in Alcoholics Anonymous. Each member can vote or
express their opinion on topics or motions that could change the future of AA.
But only if those groups participate in the General Service Structure.
Since the pandemic hit, 23% of all area 72 meetings have gone online. In
addition, 52 meetings that do not have physical locations were created.
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Online only meetings will continue after the pandemic. Some in-person
meetings currently meeting online are considering transitioning to online only
meetings because they can financially stay afloat with only a $15 monthly
overhead for Zoom.
The A.A. Online Intergroup (which is not part of the General Service Structure)
said that before the pandemic they listed less than 175 groups in their directory
in all 5 formats: email, discussion forums, text-based chats, phone, and
zoom/skype. Now they are at roughly 1700 virtual meetings.
Alcoholics Anonymous World Services knows this is an issue. Last week
the previous AAWS Director forwarded the current AAWS Chair an email I
sent to the Online Intergroup about the inability to bridge online meetings into
the general service structure. In fact, mine was only one of 20-30 emails with
a similar inquiry sent to the Online Intergroup.
On Thursday, the AAWS Chair reported to our Area Delegate that the AAWS
Technology Committee has already been talking about this issue. Their
so far informal discussions have touched on two ideas:
· Have virtual groups geographically anchored and send GSRs to local
district meetings, thus folding those groups into the current service
structure
· Create a virtual area for the US/Canada region that would conduct all
business virtually and send one delegate in person to the annual General
Service Conference.
The AAWS Chair also said that they would like to hear our thoughts on
this.
This impacts not just Area 72, but our entire conference area.
District 17 has talked about how a virtual district could be a solution for anyone
unable to access a physical meeting. This would allow others to become
homegroup members of an online only meeting and still have a voice in the
Area.
District 17 would like to ask the Area Committee to consider this issue,
and to respond to the request from the AAWS Chair to hear our Area’s
perspective and ideas.
We would like to hear if this is something other districts view as a problem and
if so, what are some possible solutions. We want to know if this is not a problem
in other parts of our Area.
Bill W wrote in the November 1960 edition of the AA Grapevine:
“A vast communication net now covers the earth, even to its remotest
reaches […] Nothing matters more to AA’s future welfare than the manner
in which we use the colossus of modern communication. Used unselfishly
and well, it can produce results surpassing our present imagination.”
Thank you, Heather, for allowing us to bring this discussion topic to the Area
today.
DISCUSSION
Karen DCM 17 - GSO verified that:
· The AA General Service Structure as described in the Service Manual is
geographically based and does not allow online only meetings to participate
in the General Service Structure.
· “A change in the General Service Conference structure [in] U.S./Canada
would need to be discussed and approved by the Conference
· “Bringing your idea to your district meeting is certainly where this ought to
be discussed. If there is agreement, it might go to the Area for wider
discussion and possibly a proposal for a Conference agenda item.”
· District 17 discussed this issue in June and unanimously agreed to bring
this to the Area Committee Quarterly.
What suffering alcoholics are we trying to serve and provide AA meetings for?
People who are:
· Physically unable to attend in-person meetings, including vulnerable from
COVID-16
· Those over 60 years old (28% of our membership from GSO’s 2014
membership survey)
· At home with an illness
· Not quite ready to go to an in-person meeting, but want to check out AA
· Unable to attend a meeting due to lack of childcare, transportation, or other
requirements needed to attend in person
· Want to continue online and not lose people from AA when AA landbased meetings cease online
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In addition to GSO, we talked with several webmasters, Intergroups and
Central Service Offices, past Delegates in multiple areas, Area 72 Archivist and
Delegate, Online Intergroup of AA (OIAA), Technology in AA, and learned:
· Pre-COVID-19, Area 72 had NO online only meetings.
· Pre-COVID-19, 3,553 meetings were listed on the Area website. 28% of
those groups formed online meetings 1000 groups. (new numbers from
Eddy today)
In Area 72 at least 52 new online only meetings do not have a physical
location.
· The Online Intergroup of AA began 25 years ago and had 175 groups.
Since the pandemic began, OIAA has roughly 1700 virtual meetings. This
is a 10-fold increase in four months.
· With the COVID-10 pandemic raging, nearly 1/3 of our membership is
vulnerable and over age 60 years and unable to return to in-person
meetings for some time.
I look forward to hearing from other districts committee members about
their experience with online only meetings and HOW we might address
the gaps in getting online only meeting members a seat at the table in
Service Structure of Alcoholics Anonymous.
Questions for DCMs and Groups to further discuss:
1. Are we willing to lose 1/3 of our elders/vulnerable members' participation
in our General Service Structure since their home groups are not land
based?
2. Wondering whether Area72 needs to establish a Remote Communities
Committee? RC is the likely committee to research, discuss and bring this
issue to the General Service Conference.
3. Do we want to consider piloting a Virtual District in Area 72 for the
approximately 52 existing groups to address the unique challenges AND
allow them to elect GSRs and a DCM and participate in the Area and GSC
and share what we learn?
4. Can we create and Ad Hoc Committee to further research this issue?
DISCUSSION
Secretary’s Note: Although I have put names next to the discussions, these are not verbatim
quotations. I have paraphrased for brevity and clarity.
· Dan D42: It’s up to groups, each group is autonomous. They can register
at aa.org and be part of any district they want to be and let us know. Most
online groups want to be a part of the Area where they are mostly located.
· Seth: A group just asked to join our district virtually. We told them to join
at aa.org and come to us that way.
· Lee GSIG Webmaster: It would be nice to know which online meetings
have a physical homegroup they are attached to and which are online only.
To help the still suffering alcoholic.
· Steve DCM 43: We have allowed online meetings that are not necessarily
in our geographical area to be listed on our website.
· Arthur: Online format helps address our primary purpose, there is a need.
It’s worth exploring how to get their voice into the General Service
Structure. We’ve already addressed this a little bit with our linguistic
districts that are not strictly geographically bound. It feels important.
· Eddy Area Webmaster: We could have an online district similar to how we
have linguistic districts that are not bound by geography. If they want
representation, it is our job to help them participate.
· Wesley: Online meetings joining a geographic district is great and we can
support that. But what about 5 years from now? That same group could
elect a GSR out of the geographic region and we would need to go to
hybrid business meetings.
· Desi: The older population may be stuck with online only and we need to
give them a voice.
· Andrew Alt DCM 9: It’s too soon to know how this will pan out. Is it
possible that online will overtake in person meetings? Online meetings
don’t necessarily want to be a part of the General Service Structure. There
is an online meeting in our district that is supported by an outside entity,
allowing them to use the Zoom account for a number of meetings. This is
a Legacy/Traditions issue. How are we going to pass on our Legacy of
service if this is the wild, wild, west and anyone can use any entity to start
a meeting?! You don’t need the district because the group is just the deal.
· Derek DCM 28: This is a new frontier. It is a wonderful possible expansion
for accessibility. Elders who could no longer attend now can have a voice
again. Newcomers who may be intimidated by an in-person meeting could
attend online. We will have new challenges like court slips. The
Tradition will accommodate this. What is the difference between a new
group forming and a new online group forming?
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Linda DCM 46: This is a great topic. We have been talking about this in
our district for a while. We have a member in our district who is a shut in.
She serves as out phones coordinator. She has not been able to attend
district meetings until now that we are on Zoom.
Thomas DCM 8: This is a great idea. There are a lot of different facets to
be aware of i.e., will we now hold hybrid Assemblies? This is something
that needs to happen whether it is a virtual Area or joining our Area.
Dmitri: Prison meetings sometimes have GSRs and when it comes to the
Assembly there is a bridge person for that GSR to participate at the
Assembly. Perhaps this would work with online only meetings.
Will Y Chair: Everyone across the country is talking about this. GSO is
working on this as well. Remote communities and other various online
based meetings will continue to exist even after social distancing. How AA
looks in the future will be very different. GSO created a virtual Area 95 for
online groups and it has been over saturated with as many groups as there
is. Area 72 is not alone in this and to continue to reach out and talk about
this with other Areas is great.
Linda Area Treatment Chair: AA Loners International has meet online for
years. How have they addressed this issue?
Dave T. Past Delegate: The idea that Areas are geographically based is not
100% true. They are what’s called a “Delegate Area”. They are based on
how many people and how much space they think one Delegate can easily
cover. How many members can one Delegate serve? If we allow a bunch
of online meetings across the country to join our Area, how many can our
Delegate cover? Delegates receive a lot of regional support. If an online
Delegate position were created, which region would support that Delegate?
A lot of thinking and discussing to do.
Kristee Area Registrar: GSO is not currently accepting online group change
forms
you need an address. I will keep you updated as things change.
Bridget GSR: BC Yukon has an online intergroup because they have a large
remote community. There is already a lot of stuff built for the online
community. We’ve been doing this a long time. We ought to create an ad
hoc committee for this.
We should create an ad hoc committee. There are a lot of questions and
not a lot of answers.
Lisa Alt DCM 17: I am part of an online only group. Our group got
involved with the online intergroup and learned that there is not voice for
online groups. The online intergroup has gone from 175 groups for many
years to like 1700 plus and there are new groups forming every day. They
have 6 people working there and they need help. There is not a lot of GSO
news going to the online groups.
Patty D4: Been involved with online meeting since March. We have email
list to keep folks informed. Welcoming in new people all the time. People
are so grateful because they are not quite ready for in person meetings
again. Many people want to continue to do it. Virtual groups fill a huge
hole.

 An ad hoc committee was created with Alt DCM 17 Lisa chairing it. If you
would like to participate on this committee, please contact Lisa at
altdcm17@area72aa.org or (206) 949-1875

4. How can we continue to use technology to reach still suffering
alcoholics?
Greetings Area 72,

I want to start off by saying that I miss seeing all my AA family in person and
I also have grown to appreciate the way that our groups and districts have been
using online platforms to find ways to support each other and keep us
connected. The topic I’d like to bring up with the Area committee is: how do
we continue to use technology to reach the still suffering alcoholic?
Due to the pandemic, we have had to make many decisions quickly and
decisively, and as our groups start to re-open, I think we shouldn’t lose sight of
how technology has helped us in these unprecedented times. Even though I
desperately miss my home group and the feeling it brings when I walk through
the doors, I recognize the importance that online formats have had in keeping
us together and broadening my ideas on how to reach out to other alcoholics.
I’m probably not the only one who was ambivalent about zoom meetings when
this all started, but what I’ve watched transpire is people finding us, getting
sober, and becoming involved in Alcoholics Anonymous. In fact, a few weeks
ago a woman attended my home group for the first time and she had about 12
days sober and was fresh out of detox. She also lived in Birmingham, AL. I
have absolutely no idea how she found us but she did, and what I saw was AA
in action: she not only received numbers from folks and a list of other meetings,
she even fellowshipped a bit after the meeting.
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If we automatically stop having online meetings when everything settles down
(which at some point it will), I do believe it will impact our availability and
effectiveness in providing new people a way to find us. There are multiple ways
technology can further our 12 step efforts, and my thoughts are that it not only
makes us more accessible, but it can also broaden the avenues for how we
engage with each other and AA as a whole.
The long form of the third tradition states that any 2 or 3 alcoholics gathered
together for sobriety may call themselves an AA group provided they have no
other affiliation. So, who’s to say that an online meeting isn’t really an AA
meeting? Or that they wouldn’t be able to participate within our service
structure? The Guidelines put out by GSO regarding our use of the internet
states that “the ease of new technology should not detract from the one-onone sharing that has been so essential to our Fellowship and our recovery from
alcoholism. It is helpful to remember that there is no need to let the speed of
technology dictate the speed of our actions.” At the end of the day, AA will
and always will be one alcoholic sharing their experience, strength, and hope
with another. Due to recent circumstances, the thing that has impacted our
Society the most is about the format and how we communicate with one
another. In my opinion, it would be extremely prudent for us to have a
deliberate conversation about how we can continue to use some of the new
technology moving forward. Thanks for listening. Thomas L. DCM 8
DISCUSSION
· This is a great opportunity for us to reach out to professionals who deal
with alcoholics. It can be very difficult to get lawyers, doctors, clergy,
judges together in person to talk about AA. The Zoom panels we have
been able to do over the last few months with the clergy have been vital in
getting the message out to the still suffering alcoholic.
· I attended a conference where a prison inmate was “Zoomed” in to read
How It Works and it was incredibly powerful.
· We can’t take meetings into the jails right now and that is a problem. This
could be a new way to get meetings into correctional facilities even in the
future after social distancing. Corrections Chairs across the country are all
looking into this technology for bringing meetings to alcoholics in prison.
· This is a great topic. We need to consider all tech means and not just Zoom.
What do remote communities need? They may not have internet access.
Are there ways we can use different technologies to reach the still suffering
alcoholic with accessibility issues? We need to bring them into the
conversation to understand their needs.
· Great lesson in empathy for those who cannot/will not come to in person
meetings. What more as a fellowship can we do?
· We need find a way to let people know we are still here. How do we reach
people who don’t have internet? The low bottom drunks who don’t have
a phone? We need to keep on reaching out to facilities in person
go down with some books. When talking about virtual meetings, let’s
not forget.
· There are newcomers who have only ever been to online meetings. The
message is still being carried via virtual meetings.
· Brick and mortar meetings could be a thing of the past. Many businesses
have moved online. We have found a new venue and it could be a new
trend. Maybe, like YPAA, we could have online meetings and then in
person conferences.
· Sometimes it is the simplest tech that needs to be used the phone. I was
answering phones and took a 12-step call from an alcoholic that could not
use Zoom. We need to meet the alcoholics where they are at.
· Online formats are imperative for disseminating information.
− In the future, we will likely continue to have online business as well as
in person because we’re not always s able to meet everyone face to
face. I could see online panels, workshops, an online pre-assembly and
Delegate’s report.
− We can no longer pick up fliers at our meetings. We need to email
information, get it on the website, and get it translated. People can’t
come to virtual meetings, pre-assemblies, panels, workshops etc. if
they don’t know that they are happening.
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DCM Sharing
District 2 ........................................................................... DCM Chuck P.
Our district is dealing with very similar issues to most other districts. I would
like to see a little higher district participation but we’re holding our own.
Meetings are still happening, everything is on Zoom now, and we’re plugging
along.
We’ve talked about a lot of the issues we talked about here today. There is a
hunger to meet in person again and get that fellowship back. We’re not willing
to do that until enough people are comfortable getting back together. It’s been
really good to hear what other DCMs have to say and what other districts are
doing as they are getting back to in person meetings.
I have been to 4 or 5 meetings where there have been new people who have
never been to an AA meeting. That tells me that we are still reaching the
suffering alcoholic.
District 3 ................................................................. Alt DCM Miranda H.
Thank you to everybody for all of the input today. It’s good to know that my
district is not the only district that is struggling with online v. in person
meetings. D3 is doing the best we can to navigate through this and I’ve got
some insight from you all that I am going to pass along.
District 4 ............................................................................ DCM Jesse W.
This past quarter has been a new challenge for many of us. We have gotten the
hang of having our meetings via zoom, but many challenges still remain. Our
district did a wonderful job of adapting to a changing situation. We held more
money in reserve for a couple months while still supporting Area and GSO.
This gave our groups a chance to figure out how accept 7th tradition
contributions and begin sending money up again. We never really needed to
dip into our prudent and have begun sending up our usual split to GSO and
area.
Our groups seem to be following the recommended health guidelines to keep
our members safe. Some of them have started meeting outside, in person again.
Attendance at district has been down slightly, but we still elected a new alternate
DCM and have been able to find new ways to reach the still suffering alcoholic.
Our groups report seeing newcomers, some of whom have never been to an
in-person meeting at this point. And groups are seeing a return of people that
have moved out of the area. We seem to still be doing a good job of serving
the alcoholics in our area, despite the difficult circumstances.
COVID-19 has stopped a lot of our committee work, since most of it in our
district requires in person meetings, whether its treatment centers, jails, or
distributing literature, so all these activities have stopped. But our committees
are working with the institutions in our area to begin virtual meetings. Our hope
for the next quarter is to get virtual meetings into the institutions in our district.
We also need to prepare our groups and GSR’s for the upcoming assembly, in
whatever form that may take.
District 7 ................................................................................DCM Jeff C.
Greetings from District 7, The Southernmost District in Area 72.
Our GSR and Committee meetings are combined, our District 7 meetings are
held on the Fourth Thursday of each month. The last In-person meeting was
February 27, 2020. Where we voted in a new Treatment Chair. Within a few
weeks’ restrictions statewide from the Governor’s office shutdown all nonessential businesses.
So consequently, our committees have been unable to function because they
are still locked out i.e., Jails, Schools, Treatment Centers etc. I have encouraged
the Committee Chair’s to reach out to their contact person they worked with
prior to this Pandemic. To assure them AA is still here and ready to come back.
In my opinion being of service and spreading the message is like sales, and the
facilities we serve are our clients. Relationships with individual clients are
important. It is all about communication.
In the beginning of the lockdown many Groups were notified by venues they
could no longer hold meetings until further notice. A majority of groups
decided to hold meetings via ZOOM and some groups continued to hold
meetings in person using social distancing protocols but that is changing now
since Clark County is in phase II. Many of the meetings have gone back to
meeting in person. We learned at the last district meeting one of the largest
meetings in the district is transitioning to reopen and have hired a professional
cleaning service to disinfect the entire building.
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District meeting attendance has tapered off but those who do attend bring good
energy which makes for fun meetings. Contributions are slightly below average
which under the circumstances is great news. Expenses are nil.
So, we are taking this in stride moving forward one-day-at-a-time staying sober
and enjoying life as best we can.
Stay safe everyone.
District 8 ........................................................................ DCM Thomas L.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
Things have been going fairly well in District 8. The district meeting is still
being well attended even though it’s on Zoom. We have had to find different
ways to be available to other alcoholics. Beth, our PI chair, has been putting
flyers up at local grocery stores with our district hotline number and website
address to let people know where they can find a meeting. Chuck, our
corrections chair, has been announcing the correspondence program for people
who are willing to write to those in correctional facilities. At our last district
meeting, I was able to conduct a sharing session which allowed GSR’s and other
members to discuss their concerns or plans for re-opening. It was well attended
and assisted in answering many of the questions that people had. To guide the
discussion, I compiled a list of questions gathered from different sources to
help identify specific areas which will need to be considered to open back up
in a responsible way.
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
I imagine many of the issues we’ve facing our similar to what other districts are
dealing with: people getting a bit restless about when we’re going to re-open
our meetings again and how we’re going to do it safely. From what I can tell,
groups are having good discussions about if, when, and how they can open-up
based on the needs of their members. The discussions are being had in business
meetings across our district about if people are going to stay on zoom, start inperson meetings, or some combination. Several groups have reached
substantial unanimity about choosing to stay on-line until everyone can meet
again in person safely.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
My primary goal is to do my best to support groups in staying united. During
this time. It would be easy for groups to start fractioning off and I’d like to
continue to encourage groups to have thorough discussions and to develop a
well-informed group conscience about the direction of their group moving
forward.
District 9 .................................................................. Alt DCM Andrew M.

At our last meeting we decided to move our elections to September.
This is a direct response to the time of COVID. It gives us more time
to transition and work with people and to get ready for the coming
rotation.
We are meeting tomorrow to discuss the gratitude banquet. Whether
to actually hold it or not. Anyone who is in D9 is invited to join us for
that.
At our last meeting we had great participation at all levels, GSRs and
liaisons. Maybe the times are changing!
District 10 .................................................................... DCM Christine C.
Experiences from the past quarter and what I learned.
I’ve been humbled and awed to see evidence alcoholics cannot be governed
from the top down, that groups are as autonomous as their group consciences
lead them to be and that the 12 steps and 12 traditions are living documents,
able to breathe, expand and evolve as circumstances require.
I’ve also gotten to see a peek of how a desire for unity plus time triumphs over
skirmishes that turned out to be minor but seemed big at the time!
At the beginning of the COVID-19 outbreak, home groups throughout District
10 wrestled with how to serve their primary purpose during a pandemic.
The discussions at group consciences often centered on Traditions 2, 4 and 5
and some of the seeming paradoxes within.
2. For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority—a loving God as
He may express Himself in our group conscience. Our leaders are but trusted
servants; they do not govern.
4. Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting other groups
or A.A. as a whole
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5. Each group has but one primary purpose—to carry its message to the
alcoholic who still suffers.
Various groups arrived at various conclusions about how best to fulfill their
missions and people jumped into action. Some cleaned their halls tirelessly until
deciding to close temporarily, some created online meetings and made sure the
word got out, some made individual phone calls to members and continued to
go on 12 Step calls, some stayed open with a few members manning the post.
District 11 .......................................................................... DCM Aaron D.
Hi Area 72,
Things are going well up in Whatcom County! We have a newly-created
technology committee that is working to transition us from our old website
(HTML based), to a new website, which will be more user-friendly and help us
maintain the spirit of rotation!
We have recently had some motions at our District Meeting around getting our
district handbook up to date. This includes adding that we pay for a storage
unit for our district archives (which we already do), as well as attempting to
make our budgets more consistent across the board.
We have also begun many conversations about how to reopen our meetings, as
well as how to effectively help people know in our meeting schedules which
meetings are online and which are in real life.
It's been a busy couple of months, but it's been great!
District 12..............................................................................DCM Bill W.
Experiences from the past quarter. We’ve been holding our district meetings
remotely with about 50% attendance. Our district has readjusted & focused on
obtaining & providing access to online meetings & making that information
available on our website & Central Office for current & new members.
Strengths from the past quarter. Everyone has adjusted well to going online,
about ½ of the districts GSR’s & committee are participating in our monthly
meeting.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee. That we will continue to
be responsible in our efforts to come together in fellowship both remotely &
in person.
District 14.......................................................................................... Mike
D14 has no DCM or Alt DCM. When the rotation started a couple of years
ago, no one made themselves available. We did get a DCM at that time who
had very limited experience and sobriety and the outgoing DCM was not really
willing to help him out. The GSRs have been very active with business and
have reached out to the Fellowship and seven past servants have come forward
to help on an interim basis. I have been asked to come here and bring back
information.
District 15................................................................................... Jack GSR
Experiences from the past quarter.
We are still going strong by other means (Zoom meetings and a reliable district)
regardless of co-vid. Several GSRs report still some newcomers into their
Zoom meeting rooms. One group reports the regular presence of a treatment
center, via a black screen on the Zoom.
Strengths from the past quarter.
We kept our monthly meetings. One group is considering support for a digital
gratitude banquet. District 15 will lead on the Burien Little Assembly, first
planning meeting is second Sunday in September.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
We are putting together a panel Trans experience in AA. Our Alt DCM is
working with some experts to help bring more info. To flesh out the Trans
Experience in AA workshop, the district PI/CPC chair connects us to existing
literature. This way we can help all the suffering alcoholics in or out of the
rooms. Friday, September 18, 6 pm, Zoom, flier to come.
District 16............................................................................ DCM John B.
Experiences from the past quarter.
Can you say Zoom? Etiquette, Administration/host, Security, listing/updating
meetings, hybrid meetings? Wifi in the church? Steep learning/sharing curves.
And all the while keeping our eyes on the prize-reaching the still suffering
alcoholic. We are blessed to have Ella our secretary who navigates the
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Zoomosphere with aplomb. And a shout out to Dan G, DCM41, for his
leadership in Zoomology.
Strengths from the past quarter.
Have you updated your By-Laws recently? Our new Archives Chair Ian updated
our Archives policy- if anyone wants a copy please contact me.
Openness/willingness to plow ahead with our important work in these
challenging times.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
Improve communications. Engender hope, kindness and tolerance. Get
Creative! Keep our eyes on the prize!
District 17 .......................................(NW Seattle, Ballard) DCM Karen S.
Experiences from the past quarter.
An inspiration worth noting was our district's involvement in responding to the
pandemic and figuring out how to continue AA meetings as the State of
Washington locked down. We believe that a member of our group, Lisa S, Alt
DCM District 17, started the first post-pandemic Zoom meeting in the Greater
Seattle area, on March 6th, while many people were in attendance at
PRAASA. It was quickly followed by immediate trouble-shooting with the
GSR from Freemont Triangle, Lee, who also serves as District 17’s Web Chair
AND the Greater Seattle Intergroup Webmaster. Lee was the first to respond
to the situation and put together a bare bones way of listing online meetings
and keeps meeting information updated on the Greater Seattle Intergroup
website. In conjunction with DCM 41, Dan, and Area Webmaster, Eddy,
District 17 Web Chair Lee provided three Zoom security trainings and
continues to maintain the database, which lists hundreds of online
meetings. IMHO the members of District 17 really stepped up when face-toface meetings began to close to ensure groups carried out their primary
purpose.
Alex, District 17 Treatment Chair continued to organize the Treatment panels
and find coverage for the CUPW program. CUPW (the Chemically Using
Pregnant Women's Program) is an inpatient treatment center at Swedish
Ballard and is only for pregnant women. The CUPW program has been in
existence for over 25 years. Meetings inside the center stopped with COVID19. In addition to chairing, Alex also works in a treatment center and enjoys
participating in Area Treatment Quarterlies and educating other districts on
PHI policies.
Strengths from the past quarter.
Because of DCM and Alt DCM health issues, District 17 transitioned its district
meetings to online last quarter, in March 2020. We held all three district
meetings, April, May and June, virtually this quarter, using Zoom. We
continued to improve quality of our virtual district meetings. After each
meeting, the DCM and Alt DCM debriefed about what went well and what we
needed to improve. The DCM talked with other DCMs and attended other
Zoom district meetings. We used polling for voting and screen sharing for our
agenda, reports and discussion items. Our district meetings flowed better and
became more inclusive. We learned that calling on each GSR by group name
and other trusted servants ensured that all voices were heard in discussion items
and before votes were taken. We also learned that leaving the Chat feature open
for communication with the Alt DCM only during the meeting provided
another way for communication to occur, ensured questions were raised and
answered and did not disrupt the meeting or distract participants.
One of the hopes we identified in our Q1 report was, “Assist groups in securing
the tools they need to safely carry out their primary purpose during the
COVID-19 global pandemic and comply with Gubernatorial and Public Health
Orders.” District 17 members have continuously asked what we can do to help
the still suffering alcoholic in our local area (Fremont, Ballard, Phinney Ridge).
An opportunity presented itself the night before our June district meeting when
the Alt DCM, Lisa asked the DCM if a new discussion topic could be added to
the agenda. The DCM revised the agenda and in June the district had a robust
discussion and voted unanimously to support Lisa’s discussion item and ask for
an area discussion on how we can meet the needs of virtual meeting members
by ensuring those whose homegroup meetings occur solely online have a place
for their voice to be heard in the General Service Structure, which is land
based. The district members recognize the value that virtual meetings create
by allowing existing AA meetings to continue to safely occur online in the midst
of a pandemic AND by giving homebound alcoholics a way to participate in
Alcoholics Anonymous and stay sober. Our district exemplified unity in
actualizing the 5th tradition so as not to divert us from our primary purpose
and requested this discussion take place at the July Area Quarterly.
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The DCM also suggested several individuals, committees and reports to be
investigated and encouraged the Alt DCM to write GSO for advice on how to
include virtual meetings in the General Service Structure. GSO’s response
provided a gateway for the Area Chair to include the topic on the Area July
Quarterly agenda.
Another hope identified in Q1 was realized when the district elected an
alternate District 17 Treatment Chair, Rose K, who can step in and make
decisions when the Treatment Chair is unavailable. This decision proved to be
a small miracle when COVID-19 arrived and communications with medical
facilities became more complicated. Both Alex and Rose K can problem solve
with Swedish. Welcome Rose!
Desi, District 17’s Young People Committee Chair has witnessed a better use
of Zoom in the April YP quarterly. In their four-hour block of time, they used
breaks in break out rooms to generate the social side of the business meeting
and to ease tensions of switching to a zoom format. Using break out rooms
during the quarterly kept things congenial, crisp and lively. Savage State of Mind
(Mondays 7pm) has successfully transitioned to zoom and is meeting regularly.
Please email dist17yp@area72aa.org for the zoom code.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
Treatment Committee: Hopes Ballard Swedish is able to secure funding to
provide tablets for patient’s at CUPW to allow AA to bring zoom panels to
pregnant women patients in treatment at the hospital.
July Area Quarterly: A robust discussion at Area July Quarterly of District 17’s
proposal to include online only meeting in the General Service Structure and a
vote of confidence from other districts that the Area wants to investigate and
explore possible solutions together. Participation of other District 17 members
at the July Quarterly, including committee chairs and GSRs, supporting the Alt
DCMs presentation. Karen shared Lisa’s willingness to chair an Ad Hoc
Committee, if Heather, Area Chair, deems it appropriate to establish.
Learning how to Research within AA Service Structure: District members have
expressed a willingness to learn and help research current practices of virtual
meetings, accessibility, remote communities, and data collection as needed to
help understand how members of virtual meetings are part of the General
Service Structure. The researching has begun and it is my hope that members
of the district will continue to learn more about our General Service Structure,
get more involved in Committee work and continue to seek ways to serve
alcoholics and involve them in General Service and further ensure that the hand
of AA is always there.
"Good leadership originates plans, policies and ideas for the improvement of
our Fellowship and its services. But in new and important matters, it will
nevertheless consult widely before taking decisions and actions. Good
leadership will also remember that a fine plan or idea can come from anybody,
anywhere…and it will give credit to the source.”
--Quoting Bill W’s writing in “Leadership in AA: Ever a Vital Need,” originally
published in a 1959 issue of the Grapevine.
District 18............................................................................ DCM Dave V.
Right after PRAASA we started an 8:00 pm meeting that’s been pretty well
attended. We’ve gone national and international people show up. It’s a really
good meeting listed at the Seattle Intergroup.
One of the issues we’ve been having at the district is committee chairs not
showing up for the Zoom meetings. We are getting GSRs but no committee
chairs. People feel like there isn’t a need. I started calling people and one of the
things we got is our Treatment Chair is actually taking meetings into treatment
centers and one via Zoom. I am looking for ideas. I’m looking forward to the
DCM roundtable to come up with some more ideas. This is the way of the
future and it’s going to be a combination of things. I think we will be having
videos in people’s houses and multiple people can come and participate in the
Area Assembly, whatever it takes. We’re improvising and doing what we can.
The amount of people showing up on Zoom is increasing as we get more
information out to the groups.
We have a lot going on with an inventory we should be doing by the end of the
year, adopting our handbook, that type of stuff. A lot of stuff still happening
and I’m excited for the future.
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District 22 ......................................................................... DCM Lorrie A.
Right now we have five in person meetings. Clallam County is hoping to go to
Phase 3 pretty quick. I am sure we will have some new discussions about what
happens then. Some of those in person meetings are happening in parking lots.
One is meeting in a church.
Our district meetings have been pretty well attended. We have a really great
group of committee members, really dedicated. Forks had been only having
one meeting a week and is now up to seven via Zoom.
I’d like to give a shout out to our web guy, Jason. He’s been doing such a great
job keeping us up to date with our Zoom meetings and who is doing in person
meetings.
District 24 ............................................................................ DCM Jerry F.
Wow, what a difference three more months makes. Our district meeting is
shrinking. While all our positions remain filled, some chairs have stopped
showing up. But, the good news is most people keep suiting up and showing
up. NO MATTER WHAT.!
In January 2020, we had 37 people, February 2020 we had 46 people, March
2020 we had 43 people, our first zoom meeting April 2020 we had 29 people,
May 2020 we had 38 people, June 2020 we had 31 people and July 1, 2020 we
had 27 people.
It can be frustrating. Some of our chairs who worked so hard to make progress
have seen their progress stall. Our PI and YP chairs, had started panels at two
local high schools and were working on a third high school. They have had to
cancel their last two panels. Our Treatment chair, who worked so very hard to
open doors and make contacts at our local treatment centers has had her
meetings cancelled.
In March, we cancelled our annual Gratitude Banquet. Recently, we cancelled
our annual picnic.
What’s a DCM to do? First, thing I think of is wrong. It involves me acting
like the drunk on page 61. “He decides to exert himself more. He becomes on
the next occasion, still more demanding or gracious, as the case may be.”
Second thing I think of is on the right track. I go to page 45. “Lack of power,
that was our dilemma. We had to find a power by which we could live, and it
had to be a Power greater than ourselves…. “[T]that’s exactly what this book is
about. Its main object is to enable you to find a Power greater than yourself
which will solve your problem.” My job is to have faith and keep doing
whatever is in front of me to be done. I leave the results up to my higher power.
However, it turns out, that’s God’s will for me.” (Acceptance is the Answer,
page 420).
Accessibility. Bob O. is the Accessibility Chair. He was working with CPC on
remote communities but has missed our last two business meetings.
Archives. District 24 has a four-year term for Archives. Our Archives Chair is
Annie N. Our Alternate Archives Chair is Rita N. Both Annie and Rita are
extremely enthusiastic and attended the February quarterly. They planned to
host the May 2, 2020 quarterly at the Mountlake Terrace Senior Center. That
was cancelled. In addition, they have a great archives display and nowhere to
show it. Regardless, they show up at our meeting, enthusiastic and ready to
participate. Rita has a neat idea. She asked all the GSRs to send her a photo
of their meeting place. She is going to make a collage.
Corrections: Judy S. is our Corrections Chair. Judy walks the walk. Right now,
she is really missing her jailhouse meetings. I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for
Judy. Judy is from my home group and one of the first people to “volunteer”
me for service. One of our founders, Type 5 Bob, liked to tell people, “Be
careful of that lady, she’s spent a lot of time in prison”. Of course, he doesn’t
tell them she volunteers to take meetings into the prisons. Judy reported that
they are still having orientation meetings so that when the prisons open up,
volunteers will be ready.
CPC. Our CPC Chair, Jeff K., and our Alt. CPC Chair, David M. attended the
last quarterly and this month participated in an interesting clergy panel which
was run by Greater Seattle Intergroup. Before the panel, they had a mock panel
to prepare. They shared experience, strength and hope and some of their story.
The clergy were very receptive. Jeff and Dave are working on doing a clergy
panel this summer for North end churches. Be thinking about whether you
know any clergy to invite. Both Jeff and David are on fire. They are
participating with CPC at the district level, the area level and with GSIG. Very
inspiring stuff.
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Detox Coordinator: Terry R. is our brand new Chair. Dave W. is our brand
new Alt Chair. They reached out to our local detox center for status and heard
nothing back. The pandemic has put detox center panels on hold.
Event Coordinator. Skye is our new event coordinator and Debbie is the cochair. They are also on hold. Our two big events, the Gratitude Banquet and
the Picnic were cancelled.
Grapevine and Literature. Carol V. is our Grapevine Chair. Carol was planning
on co-hosting the June 13, 2020 quarterly. It turned out that the June Quarterly
was cancelled due to a medical emergency. Carol promoted the new GV book
“Daily Quotes”. Carol also reported that Grapevine and Literature sales are
down and suggested all members either subscribe to GV or purchase literature
to support GSO.
Newsletter. D24 has a Newsletter! It’s fantastic. Thank you to the Newsletter
Chair, Tausha L.. Our committee has shrunk to one person but what a person.
Tausha publishes a great newsletter and we are very lucky to have her. It is a
big job.
Public Information. Mark S. is our PI Chair. He attended the PI/CPC
quarterly with Jeff K. and David M. Mark has done a fantastic job. See above
about District 24 getting into the local high schools for the first time. With
schools closed down, Mark is looking for someone to volunteer him for a job
and I keep trying.
Registrar. Jamie M. is our registrar. Tammy W. is our Alt Registrar. Jamie has
worked hard to make sure that everyone has their blue packet from GSO and
she is making progress. As everyone knows, it has been difficult and frustrating
with the new computer system. She contacted each GSR’s, who had/has not
received their blue packet by email and zoom to make sure that they know they
can go onto Area 72 website and complete the change form themselves. She
also gave specific advice on new meetings, change of GSR, etc. Also, please
provider her with a copy of the form for her records. Thank you Jamie and
Tammy.
Schedules. Barbara S. is our schedules chair. We cooperate with several other
districts to put together a schedule every six months. The last schedule party
was cancelled and that leaves a big when and if?
Third Legacy: Our Third Legacy Chair is Joyce. Joyce rocks. We used to have
a Third Legacy meeting that started at 6pm with a potluck. Of course, that is
not happening and just when I was going to finally make better food than our
secretary Kelly! We eat good and have fun at District 24. Joyce volunteered to
give a summary of Alan’s Delegate report. She loves Alan and was very
impressed with Alan’s commitment to service and ability to speak forever.
Actually, she may have used the term “his speaking abilities”. Joyce gave a
great report which sparked a discussion about, among other things, GSO
dipping into their reserves due to lack of donations and the upcoming update
to the pamphlet called AA for the Black and African American Alcoholic.
Treatment and Bridging the Gap. Lori E. is our Treatment Chair. Lori is one
of our trusted servants who were on fire. She hosted a quarterly. She pestered
our local treatment centers until they agreed to new meetings and panels. She
got D24 into the Evergreen Treatment Center and the North Pointe Recovery
Center. All that work has now come to a halt.
Web. John K. is our Web Chair. Jeff K. is our Alt. Chair. Web has been busy.
John and Jeff switched our web host and saved us a lot of money. John also
scrubs our newsletters to make sure we don’t have any last names and then
posts our old newsletters on our website. John’s biggest problem is that he
does not get enough lead time, if any, for the Web quarterlies and is feeling a
little frustrated about that.
Young People in AA. See above about High School Panel. Piper G. is our
Young Person Chair. Sam is our Alt. Chair. With the closing of schools, panels
have stopped.
SnoKing Intergroup Rep. Geoff B. is our SKIG liaison. SKIG lost their lease
because the landlord is remodeling. They have placed a new location on hold
during the pandemic and have rented a storage locker to hold their coins and
literature. They have coins and literature for sale. They are volunteer staffed
so please call 425 672 0987 to arrange a buy!
Greater Seattle Intergroup Rep. Kimber is our GSIG liaison. Kimber was
absent this month and I forgot to start the discussion about helping GSIG with
the picnic at Woodland Park in August. We’ll do that Aug. 5th. I know there
is support for GSIG in our district. In fact, the more I learn about GSIG, the
more I’m thankful.
GSO: The last two business meetings, we have discussed GSO’s financial
predicament. Our Treasurer, Claire W., working with our Finance Committee,
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prepared a proposal to donate money from D24 to GSO/GSIG/SKIG. There
was a motion for District 24 to donate $900 to help GSO/GSIG and SKIG.
The district voted to donate $450 to GSO, $360 to GSIG and $90 to SKIG.
There were also a lot of district members who encouraged all of us to support
GSO through the AA birthday envelope, buying literature, contributing
monthly etc.
It was a great meeting. I am so lucky to be with people who choose to serve
AA. As I wrote this report, I began discouraged because our numbers were
dropping and as I finish my report, I want to say thank you to all my people.
You save my life every single day by walking the walk. You inspire me every
single day. Sometimes, the still suffering alcoholic is me. And I can find my
recovery waiting for me on Zoom with all of you: “my people”.
AA doesn’t need me; I need AA. Thanks to everyone for being there for me.
District 27 ........................................................................ DCM Wesley R.
Accomplishments from the past quarter.
District meeting via zoom has been set up (big thank you to D27 Treasurer
who helped immeasurably). Might have a volunteer for Secretary. Possible PI
Chair for next rotation. Grateful that even during these troubled times
members are still interested in being of service.
Problems or issues you’re facing or that have been solved
Within the last few weeks a few meetings have been opening up and holding
in-person. And then with the recent spikes in Covid cases, I am not sure they
will stay open. With everything going on right now, I am seeing service
leadership having to step back and not being replaced.
Goals you’d like to achieve or work on in the next quarter
I am hoping to have a skeleton crew for the 2023 Host Committee set up so
we can begin work soon.
District 28 .......................................................................... DCM Derek S.
We have 29 homegroups. We entered Phase 3 on June 19. Our Alano club
called The Twelve Step Club hosts eight meetings and they have all opened up.
They require a mask to get into the club but once you get in meeting, nobody
is wearing a mask. I wrote the district an email about this and how it may affect
other groups or AA as a whole if an outbreak were to occur. They’re taking
issue with the face masks and that’s an outside issue. It may cause some
controversy.
We are keeping three Zoom meetings open. Three of our main groups had
them and then one is doing a hybrid now. We were thinking about bringing
Zoom capacity into the Alano club but those of us with the technical savvy are
afraid to go into the club for fear of contracting the virus because of the lack
of masks. There are certain other groups in our district that are affected by
hearing that the club meetings aren’t wearing masks at all times. So, we have
our issues (really it’s all face mask issues) but acceptance, tolerance, open mind,
patience. There is a whole handful of us who are just comfortable with Zoom
meetings until we get through all of this and we are reaching out to newcomers
through that capacity. We’re trudging the road of happy destiny.
Thanks everybody! So happy just to be a part of WWA72. It has been a great
experience to be a DCM and I look forward to years of service in the Area.
District 31 .....................................................................................Larry B.
Hello again to our friends on the area committee.
District 31 is continuing to hold district meetings via Zoom. Our GSRs and
trusted servants are reporting in and keeping their fingers on the pulse of our
community.
Many groups have been paying rent on meeting places while not using them so
the spot will be available when in person meetings can be held again.
Looking at the district meeting minutes from April I see Zoom was very new
to everyone. Now it is becoming a comfortable relief for the alcoholic that
needs a meeting.
Our Corrections Chair arranged for us to hold a quarterly that was well attended
and ran smoothly. We are looking forward to hosting an Accessibility Quarterly
in July.
The DCM was able to attend Zoom presentations regarding the quarterly and
yearly assembly. Also, a check in/update on the local effort concerning
hospital 12th step calls. How to move forward making contact in the COVID19 era.
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We were able to attend the first ever virtual Delegate’s report on the first ever
virtual conference in New York.
Our Alt DCM was able to attend a Zoom Security online seminar in June that
proved helpful in handling the platform during online gatherings.
Thank you - stay safe and healthy!
District 32 .......................................................................... Alt DCM Nick
Our district gets to examine all the same struggles other districts have. Most of
our meetings are meeting via Zoom. There are a couple that I have heard of
that might be meeting in a park or some outdoor space. None of our meeting
facilities are currently open. That doesn’t change the fact that we do have at
least one Zoom meeting every day. We have a comprehensive directory of
those meetings on our fabulous website district32aa.org.
Our business meeting is held on the 3rd Monday of the month at 7pm and
anyone is invited to come. This month we are starting a new thing. Our Third
Legacy Chair will be facilitating an AA Service Manual study for the hour
previous to our business meeting. This will happen every month and I urge
anyone who wants to come and help us study the manual. That will start on the
3rd Monday of every month at 5:45pm via Zoom.
Two months ago, our DCM position was vacated and our district committee
decided not to fill the position because we are so close to the end of the
rotation. I, as the alternate, will be doing my bumbling best to fulfill the duties
of the DCM for D32. And with my limited experience of being here for this
rotation, I will do my best. Thank you for allowing me to be of service.
District 33 ........................................................................... DCM Janet T.
Experiences from Last Quarter
Despite the profound disruption of “life-as-we-knew-it”, our groups have
continued to function virtually and show up for district meetings. Some of the
changes have affected the membership of our committee, but others have
stepped up and we keep moving forward.
Strengths from Last Quarter
Again, we have seen groups adapt to the unexpected with responsibility and
grace. We are still together
just apart.
Hope for the Future
We will be working toward encouraging new members to step into district
service in preparation for the year-end rotation.
I hope we can learn new skills and ways of functioning from this experience, as
groups, districts, the Area and as individuals. I hope we learn greater tolerance
and compassion towards each other as we seek to understand individual
reactions to these trying times. I hope we can be more open to new ways of
doing and being. I hope we all stay sober.
District 34 ................................................................... Alt DCM Carlos E.
Experiences from Last Quarter
Proud and amazed how the members got into action after district’s inventory.
Ad hoc committees were created to resolve issues and create ways to serve
better in our district’s positions etc. It shows unity and care for district 34 from
our members.
Strengths from Last Quarter
We realized that GSRs were not getting enough time to express their voices
during the district meeting. Looking to our upside-down triangle our groups
have ultimate authority. So, we are working on better planning for our district’s
meeting.
Hope for the Future
Try to fill the open positions at district so we can do our purpose to carry the
message at a district level. Looking to facilitate more third legacy workshops so
the district can give more service information to GSRs, committees, and group
members.
District 35 ........................................................................... DCM Dan H.
Experiences from the past quarter.
District 35 remains active and full of caring members willing to serve. All
District positions are filled, and the committee is doing a fine job of keeping us
informed. We have an average of 6 GSR’s in attendance and they all report
having an online meeting with 10 to 20 members. One of these meetings has
become a hybrid format with 4-8 in person and 4-8 online. Our online meetings
continue to inspire in new and powerful ways. I’ve watched members prevail
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on numerous occasions when technical difficulties threatened their meeting.
There has been heartfelt compassion for each other in times of grief. I have
even seen a virtual fistbump and a virtual birthday cake, scribbled with great
detail. District 35 continues to see new faces showing up online, and they are
being welcomed, guided and sponsored online and in person.
Our District has had an extended discussion about offering treatment facilities
names & numbers of persons willing to sponsor to people in treatment. But
there was concern raised about anonymity and working with paid treatment
centers. In the end it was agreed that our Treatment Chair would work as a
point of contact for treatment centers IF support is requested.
Strengths from the past quarter.
When our District learned that Eastside Intergroup was struggling financially,
we made a motion to make a separate donation in addition to our normal
distribution. Our treasurer decided that $500 would be prudent and ESIG was
very appreciative.
The date for our first quarter workshop was set before the Washington State
Stay at Home Order, banned in-person meetings of more than five persons.
There was a lively discussion about how we could still hold the workshop
online. After some discussion, our Events Chair, organized our 1st virtual
Workshop "Welcoming Our Returning Members" and it was a success.
Your Hope for the future in your district/committee.
My hope for the future in our District is one of continued enthusiasm and
support for our online meetings. There are a lot of people out there that take
comfort in knowing they aren’t alone. District 35 has embraced the online
platform and I would like to see us continue to grow with it.
District 39 .........................................................................Alt DCM Jon S.
GSR attendance is about 50%, we are about halfway staffed with our committee
chairs. The last 4-5 months of Zoom meetings our attendance is climbing up.
Also, our revenue is going up. We cancelled our picnic. We are still working on
our gratitude banquet which is a huge success for us. We have expanded our
rooms in the church we have rented out for the last 10 years.
Some of our bigger groups are starting hybrid meetings like Seven and Sober
and Lifeline. We are trying now to get in with our web chair and intergroup
chairs to let them know which are hybrids and which are still opening so let
people know where to go.
D39 is doing well and thank you for all of your help.
District 42 ...................................................................... Alt DCM Julie A.
Experiences from Last Quarter
I’ve been truly inspired by the groups in our district and their respective GSRs
for hanging in there and continuing to carry the message to the still suffering
alcoholic via the Zoom platform. It has been a joy to hear so many experiences
from our members who have been exploring meetings held in other states and
countries (all made possible by Zoom). Many of our District members attended
the Seattle Intergroup Assembly held in June. It was a real treat for us to be
able to support our Intergroup Rep. Mikey C.
Strengths from Last Quarter
We’re working on that! After a pretty motivating July Business meeting (last
night) the time to get serious and re-group is now! Our recently elected AltDCM, Sarah F., is a powerhouse and a true inspiration. She pretty much let us
all know last night, in a very loving way, that we’ve got some housekeeping to
do so let’s get to it. Spring cleaning didn’t get done this year so it’s time to get
serious.
Hope for the Future
We hope to connect with some of our groups that have not been participating
at the district level and inspire some of them to come hang out with us whether
that be in person (someday) or on Zoom. Then there’s the District Handbook
that could use some TLC and updates as well as another district inventory,
whatever that might look like during COVID. (Personally), if and when the
World opens up again, I hope that the Area might continue to use Zoom for
some of the regular events. One of the positive outcomes out of all this seems
to be more participation. The last quarterly was amazing as was the Delegate’s
report that I attended. I guess my biggest hope for the future and forever is that
we never forget our service slogan “I am responsible...when anyone, anywhere,
reaches out for help. I want the hand of AA to “always” be there. And for that:
I am responsible.” Thank you Alcoholics Anonymous, with love Julie.
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District 43 .......................................... DCM Steve A. (aka Cowboy Steve)
D43 is holding meetings mostly via Zoom. There are a few rogue meetings who
are meeting in person at parks and such. They are supposedly doing the social
distancing. As a district we decided to not move forward in person to person
meetings until we are at least to Phase 3 or 4. We are following the CDC
Guidelines pretty much to the letter as a district.
Our biggest group in the area, Port Orchard Alcoholics Anonymous, is holding
meetings seven days a week via Zoom. The Saturday Speaker’s Meeting is still
happening via Zoom and we have had some pretty wonderful speakers.
Our district meetings are being held via Zoom. Business meetings are going
well. Not as many GSRs as I would like to see but a lot of our trusted servants
are there. It looks like there is a 90% chance that I will be the DCM for the
next rotation as well. We will see how that floats.
Thanks for letting me serve.
District 44 ...................................................................... DCM Meghan K.
We are trucking along. We did not have an April district meeting because I
learned that you cannot host two Zoom meetings at the same time on the same
ID - lesson learned.
Our struggles are pretty similar to everyone else’s. It almost kind of feels like
everything went on pause and so it has just been mostly about reaching out to
people via phone and email and staying in touch that way. Our June district
meeting was very well attended because I used a tip that Crystal share the
personal invitation. We reached out to the liaisons and said, “Hey, we’ve missed
you and we’d really like you to attend.” And they all attended. It was nice with
a wonderful discussion. Groups were sharing their experience about opening
vs. not opening and where they’re at with the churches right now.
I did not get a written report in but apparently, they’ve extended the deadline
and I will get that in tonight. (Still waiting Meghan :)
District 45 ....................................................................DCM Donna Hills
Hello from SW Pierce County!!!
District meetings have been sparse with an average of 13 voting members
(GSRs, Officers & Committee Liaison/chairs) attending. Previous to Covid we
averaged 24 at our District meetings. District 45 Meetings are still on Zoom:
Currently (phase-II) the CSO office is limiting the number of persons that can
be in the building. The meeting room can only accommodate 9 people at this
time. So, we will continue our District Meetings on Zoom until County is safely
in phase 4 and the CSO is open to all that would want to attend our meetings.
Most of our groups have moved to Zoom or conference-call meetings, but
some of the groups have either chosen to either abandon meetings during the
quarantine or hold small private F2F meetings. Now that Pierce County has
moved into phase II a few of our meetings have re-opened on a limited scale
and a couple have decided to continue with zoom or a hybrid of both. Whatever
the meeting venue, most of our group’s attendance has remained stable.
Currently we are without an Archivist and a Y.P. liaison. Our Treatment Liaison
had to step down and that position has been temporarily filled.
Contributions to our District have dropped. We continue to contribute to the
PSCSO and without the expense of copies and sending the DCM & Alt to
quarterlies our prudent reserves should see us thru to the 1st of the year.
After some discussion, the District committee took a group conscience and the
result was 73% against holding our annual picnic, so there will not be a District
picnic this year. We will look at our options for the Gratitude Banquet as we
move closer to November.
On a personal note, I have realized that we are blessed to have technology
available to us to continue to carry the message and conduct our AA business,
but I have also discovered that a huge part of my own recovery and serenity
has been the personal fellowship of our meetings, quarterlies and conferences.
I am deeply feeling a loss from not seeing you all in person and will be grateful
to see you again live & in-person!!
District 46 ..........................................................................DCM Linda L.
Most of the meetings in my district have been on Zoom. Friday Harbor is using
GoToMeeting and one meeting was meeting by teleconference. A couple of
meetings have opened up, but are also having Zoom meetings at the same time.
Our District meetings will continue on Zoom.
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My Alt DCM, Michelle, and I have been disconnected from our District
because we cannot physically go to the meetings. We started doing Road Show
meetings once a week. They are fun and it helps us stay connected to our
District.
District 54 ..................................................................... DCM Michael H.
Aloha from district 54 Bonney Lake, Buckley, Enumclaw. We currently have 4
face to face meetings and 25 zoom meetings. We have 4 open positions at the
district level, our district attendance has been low with only about 10 people
attending. The church has postponed our rent temporarily, and we haven’t
spent much money because there hasn’t been face to face, so the district still
has a safe operation budget.
Open positions are Alternate DCM, YP Liaison, Corrections, Treatment.
District 55 .......................................................................... DCM Dana C.
Experiences from Last Quarter
This has been a trying time for our district. Zoom seemed to be a help until
face to face meetings opened back up and the people that did not want to come
back tried to dictate group conscience from Zoom for face to face meetings. If
you are having problems like this, I would like to hear your solutions.
What is inspiring is the members who refuse to give up their sobriety no matter
what and are willing to go to any length to keep it!
Strengths from Last Quarter
So far, we have had only one Zoom, I can’t answer this.
Hope for the Future
That we can incorporate Zoom as an integration tool, to make a more complete
group conscience and not a separate entity which would further harm this great
program
District 56 ......................................(East Jefferson County) DCM Shu D.
Experiences from Last Quarter
Becoming the DCM during the April Quarterly was interesting…As a District
we decided when determining our split over prudent reserve, we voted to take
half of the overage to contribute to Area and GSO, to ensure our district could
continue to function (expenses etc.). District purchased a Zoom account to
make sure that if a group could not afford one, we could accommodate.
Hosting the Pre-Assembly August 1st via Zoom, Flyer is up on the web for the
Peninsula Districts 9:00 am to 3:00 pm with a break for lunch.
Strengths from Last Quarter
Communication between District members has been excellent! Our secretary
has been phenomenal, making sure groups are informed with up to date
information. We purchased a Quick Books account to assist the treasurer in
cleaning up the books, so that the next treasurer isn’t left with figuring out a
new system, which had been a problem in the past.
Hope for the Future
Looking at setting up a Venmo account for the District for contributions.
District 57 ..........................................................................DCM Angel R.
Hello from D57!
We have nine active groups at the moment. Six of those groups are open and
four are still closed until further notice. One of them has meetings through
Zoom. Some of them are having meetings in the parking lot.
We are starting to work with some meetings about the steps. The purpose of
these meetings is to motivate the new people who have been coming during
the pandemic. It is hard to participate but thank you for the information that I
have been receiving. I believe it is impressive that I can have the translation
thanks to Lupita a million and a half for your service.
We are gathering as a district, six people participate every meeting. I hope to
see you at the Area Assembly.
Happy 24 hours!
Adjournment: Moved by District 22, 2nd District 11, Approved
Closed with Responsibility Statement at 5:45
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Area72 August Crossword Puzzle
(aka “Empty Space Filler”)

Step 8
Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing
to make amends to them all.
Tradition 8
Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever non-professional.
We define professionalism as the occupation of counseling
alcoholics for fees or hire. But we may employ alcoholics where
they are going to perform those services for which we may
otherwise have to engage nonalcoholics. Such special services
may be well recompensed. But our usual A.A. "12th Step" work
is never to be paid for.
Concept 8
The Trustees of the General Service Board act in two primary
capacities: (a) With respect to the larger matters of overall policy
and finance, they are the principal planners and administrators.
They and their primary committees directly manage these
affairs. (b) But with respect to our separately incorporated and
constantly active services, the relation of the Trustees is mainly
that of full stock ownership and of custodial oversight which they
exercise through their ability to elect all directors of these
entities.

Across

2.

Type of service office

4.

October business meeting

7.

Symbol recorded by the Egyptians in 1740 BCE

8.
9.

Historical resource
Process occuring every two years at the Assembly

11. Friendly name of AA's primary reference text
12. Platform for many meetings these days
15. After afternoon
16. The state of being calm, peaceful, and untroubled.
18. Social events the Newsletter Editor misses
19. Type of committee
20. Cooling system
21. Acronym for a WWArea72 historical reference
22. "_____ and let _____".
23. Domesticated wild ox

Down
1.

Western Washington Area 72 Delegate

3.
5.

Thing our ingenuity still enables
Important informational exchange event

6.

It all started in this.

10. Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever ______.
13. Type of purpose
14. Thousands of these occur virtually now
17. 2-year rotation
18. Reaction alternative
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